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A technique for computing inpermutation groups of high degree isdeveloped. The technique 
uses the idea of successive r finement of ordered partitions, introduced by B. MeKay in 
connection with the graph isomorphism problem, to supplement the techniques ofbase and 
strong generating set developed arlier by Sims. Applications toa number of speoific problems 
in computational group theory are presented. 
1. Introduction 
Permutation groups provide a convenient representation for many abstract groups, 
especially those closely related to simple groups. Permutation groups also arise naturally 
as the symmetry groups of combinatorial and geometric structures. In recent years, a 
great deal of effort has gone into the search for efficient algorithms for computing with 
such groups. Modem computers with large memories make it feasible to store generating 
sets for permutation groups of very high degree (well over 100 000). It is also feasible to 
perform simple calculations with such groups, such as finding the group order, checking 
whether a given permutation lies in the group, or choosing an element at random from 
the group. It is even possible to perform certain calculations that at first might appear to 
be more complex, such as finding the centre of the group or checking whether the group 
is solvable or nilpotent. Each of the problems above is known to be solvable by an 
algorithm that runs in time polynomial in the degree of the group, and one that is practical 
to implement even for groups of high degree. On the other hand, there exists a wide class 
of interesting problems, including those of computing centralizers or normalizers, finding 
group intersections, and determining set stabilizers, for which no algorithms are known 
that work reliably for groups of high degree. Moreover, it is known (see Hoffmann, 1982) 
that each of these problems is at least as difficult as the well-known graph isomorphism 
problem, for which no polynomial-time algorithm has been found to date. This leads us 
to speculate that the problems in this class may be inherently more difficult, and it 
motivates us to search for algorithms that will prove effective on most large groups that 
arise in practice, even though the worst-case performance of such algorithms may be 
poor. This article develops a technique that shows considerable promise in that direction. 
Detailed implementation of the technique, and performance of algorithms based on it, 
will be discussed in Part II of this paper (Leon, in preparation). 
The most effective known algorithms for performing many permutation group computa- 
tions, including the more difficult ones mentioned above, employ backtrack search. They 
make use of the concepts of base and strong generating set, developed by Sims (1971a; 
1971b) to facilitate pruning of the search tree associated with backtracking. Such 
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algorithms are discussed by Cannon (1985), and a uniform deeription of them is given 
by Butler (1982). 
The method presented here is an extension of the techniques developed by Sims. It 
makes use of the concepts of base and strong generating set, but in addition it introduces 
improved criteria for a permutation to be minimal in a double coset and, more importantly, 
it employs uccessive r finement ofordered partitions, introduced by McKay (1978; 1981) 
in connection with graph isomorphism, to facilitate choice of a smaller and more nearly 
optimal base and to allow more extensive pruning of the backtrack search tree. This 
greater degree of pruning is achieved at the cost of some additional effort for each node 
of the tree that remains after pruning; however, much of this additional work is suitable 
for parallel processing. Another advantage of the technique developed here is that it 
permits uniform treatment of a wide class of problems. The same algorithm may be 
applied to all problems in the class; only one of its inputs, a family of mappings that 
will be referred to as "refinement processes", varies according to the specific problem. 
2. The General Problems 
In what follows, G will be a permutation group on a finite set fL A property will be a 
Boolean-valued function ~ on the symmetric group Sym (f/). Properties will be interesting 
only if they are readily computable, so at all times we will assume that, given s ~ Syrn(I~), 
~(s) may be computed efficiently. If ~ is a property, Go~ will denote {ge Gl~(g)}. If 
is another property, ~ ^  ~ will denote the conjunction of ~ and .9.. 
We consider problems of three general types. 
(i) [subgroup-type problems]. Given a property ff~ such that Ge~ forms a subgroup of 
G, "compute" G~ explicitly. Here "computing" G~ will mean finding a base and 
strong generating set for Go. 
Problems of this type include those of finding set stabilizers, calculating cen- 
tralizers or normalizers of elements or subgroups, computing upper central series, 
calculating intersections of groups, and finding automorphism groups of com- 
binatorial structures. For example, in the case of the set stabilizer problem, we 
could define ~(g) to be true exactly when A ~ = A, where A is the subset of f / to  
be stabilized. 
(ii) [coset-type problems]. Given properties ~, ~L, and ~R such that G~ L and G~, are 
subgroups of G and such that G~ either is empty or forms both a right coset G~,y 
of G~L and a left coset zG~, of G~R, determine i f G~ is non-empty and, if so, 
find one of its elements. Note that, if G~ is non-empty, the hypotheses imply that, 
for any x e G~ and g ~ G, x _ G~ L- G~, and 8~u(g)= ~R(g=). (The subscripts "L" 
and "R" are formal symbols chosen to suggest left and right, respectively.) Note 
also that we do not necessarily assume that explicit representations of G~, or G~, 
are available, although they could be computed by solving problems of type (i) 
above. 
Problems of this type include those of determining whether two subsets of l'/ 
lie in the same G-orbit on subsets, testing conjugacy in G of elements or subgroups, 
and checking isomorphism of combinatorial structures. For the problem of deter- 
mining whether (unordered) subsets A and ~ of 12 lie in the same G-orbit, we 
could choose ~, ~L, and PR as follows: 
P(g): A g=(1), 9~L(g) : A g=A, ~R(g): cP~ =~- 
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(iii) [canonical-representative-type problems]. Given a property ~ such that G~, forms 
a subgroup of G, and given a right coset G~x, find a "canonical representative" 
G~0~ for the orbit of Gax in the action of G on G/G~ (the set of right cosets of 
Ga in G). The term "canonical representative" will imply that Ge, y= Ga~ 
whenever Gay and Gaz are in the same orbit of G on G/G~. The canonical 
representative might be the first element of the orbit of GaX relative to some 
ordering of G~ G~. The form in which the output G~2 is returned will depend 
on the specific problem. 
Important problems of this type include those of finding a canonical representa- 
tive of a conjugacy class ga of G or a canonical representative of a G-orbit A a, 
where A___12. For the latter problem, for example, we could define ~(g)  to be 
true exactly when A ~ = A. The right coset Gax could be returned in the form of 
a subset 9 of ~q and an element x of G such that qb = A ~ and O~x is the canonical 
representative. 
Not  all interesting problems are of types (i)-(iii) above; for example, computation of 
Sylow subgroups and determination of sets of conjugacy class representatives do r.ot 
qualify. Even here, however, a portion of the computation may involve solution of 
subproblems that do fall into one of the categories above. 
This article will treat problems of types (i) and (ii). Those of type (iii) will be considered 
in a subsequent paper (Leon, in preparation). 
3. Notation and Definitions 
Throughout this paper, we let 12 denote a finite set with 1121 ~ 2, we let n denote [f~[, 
and we let G denote a permutation group on ~2. We make use of the following group- 
theoretic notation. 
f~; = fl, x 12x . . .  x f~ (i factors). 
~* = f~ ~ oo, where co is some symbol not in 12. 
Sym(12) = symmetric group on 12. 
Sym*(12) = Sym(12) u {| where ~ is some symbol distinct from all elements of 
Sym(t2). (For example, afunction intended to test whether some condi- 
tion holds and to return a permutation on 12 if it does hold could return 
an element of Sym*(~2); a return value of O would signal that the 
condition failed.) 
In = identity permutation on s 
(S) = group generated by the set S. (If S = r (S) = {la}.) 
GA = {g e G[A ~ = A}, that is, the stabilizer in G of A. Here A may be a 
sequence of points, an unordered or ordered set, a partition, etc. If  A 
is ordered, then we require that g preserve order; otherwise not. 
G/H = set of right cosets of H in O. (H  need not be normal in G.) 
fix(G) = {oo el2[~o~ - ~o for all ge G}. 
I f  f / i s  partitioned as f/1 uf /2,  then 
Sym (fll, f~2) = {s e Sym (12) If~  = 12~ for i = 1, 2}. If ~ is partitioned as 121 u . . .  u ~m, 
Sym(fll . . . .  , Or,) is defined analogously. 
Notation not specified above may be found in Gorenstein (1968) or in Wielandt (1964). 
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We will need some special notation relevant o ordered sets and functions. I f  X is a 
set ordered by <, and if S and T are subsets of X, we define: 
ordx(a)  = i if a is the ith element of X. (Numbering starts at 1.) 
ra in (X)  = first element of X. 
e l t (X)  = unique element of X (used only when Ix l  = 1). 
S < T = true if and only if s < t for every s ~ S and t ~ T. 
I f  U and V are sets, one or both of which are ordered, we define: 
U ~- V = true if U and V contain exactly the same elements (possibly in a different 
order), 
We also define: 
zm 
z*~ 
z,~[x] 
-- {1 , . . . ,  m}. 
= {0, 1 , . . . ,  m}. 
= {lx, 2x,.  9 9 rex}, a ring disjoint from Zm but isomorphic to it under ix-~ i. 
(Here X is an object that we treat as a formal symbol.) Zm[X] inherits all 
the arithmetic and relational operators on Zm; however, for any k and for 
any Y with Y # X, Zm[X] c~ Zg = 0 and Zm[X] n Zk[Y] = 0. This notation will 
be used when we need several copies of  Z,, that are formally disjoint. 
Ordered partitions of s will play a critical role in the techniques developed here. By 
"ordered",  we mean simply that the order of the cells is significant; for example, 
({1, 3,4}, {2, 5}) and ({2, 5}, {1, 3,4}) are distinct as ordered partitions. Let I I=  
(F l l , . . . ,  I Ik) and ~ = (~, . . . ,  Et) be ordered partitions on IL Let a e fZ, and let A be a 
subset of fL We define: 
Partn ( ~ ) 
fi 
Inl 
Ill-rib 
Cell lndexr~( a ) 
fix(if) 
~--~(ii) 
I I - - -~ 
= the set of all ordered partitions on 12. 
= unordered partition having the same cells as I-L 
= number of cells in 1I. 
-- ( lnL . . . ,  Inkl). (Note IlIIl[ is a sequence of integers.) 
= (12), i.e. the partition of f~ with only one cell. 
=j  i f  a~I I j .  
= (71,. 9 9 7k), where {71},... ,  {7k} are the one-element cells of rI, 
listed in their order of appearance in H. (Note that this order may 
differ from the order of Yl . . . . .  Yk in ~, in the event that ~ is 
ordered.) 
= f ix ( I I )  treated as an unordered set. 
= true if [III _> IXl, if II; c_ Z; for i --- 1 . . . .  , IXl, and if II~ ~ Zm,, for 
i--I~;I + 1 . . . .  ,[II[, where each m~ is some integer with 1 - mi <-IXl, 
In this case, we say also that I I  is a ref inement of ~. (Note that 
I I -<~ implies either I l=~ or IrII > IXl.) 
= true if, for i = 1 , . . . ,  Ink rI, _ xm, for some mj. 
= true if 1~ = ~,, i.e. if I I  and 52 differ at most in the order of their cells. 
I f  I I  contains only one-element cells, it will be termed discrete. 
For notational purposes, we will permit references to II~ even when i > Inl. 
DEFINITION 1. If  [I'll+ 1-< i<_ n, I'Is will denote the empty set. 
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Ordered partition constants will be written using abbreviated notation illustrated as 
follows: If n=7,  the ordered partition ({1, 5}, {2}, (3, 4, 7}, {6}) will be written as 
(1,51213,4,716). 
We define a partition stack to be a sequence ~r_ = (air], . . . ,  atrm) of ordered partitions 
such that ~1>~2>. .  ">~m.  (McKay (1978; 1981) uses the term partition nest. The 
term stack was chosen here because ~ will be a dynamic structure that may be modified 
by two operations: Push, which adjoins a new ordered partition ~m+l satisfying xlrm+l < 
~Irm, and Pop, which removes the partition ~m.) The top partition of ~_ (i.e. ale,n) will 
be denotedby {t. The jth cell of alt~ will be written as ~, j ,  and the jth cell of {r will be 
written as ~.  
4. Bases and Strong Generating Sets 
The concepts of base and strong generating set were introduced by Sims (1971a; 1971b) 
to facilitate computation with large permutation groups. As usual, G will denote a 
permutation group on ~2. 
DEFINITION 2. A base for G on 11 is a subset {a~, . . . ,  ak} of 12 such that IG,1...~J = 1. 
An element of G is determined uniquely by its action on a base. Generally we shall be 
interested in an ordered base ( a l , . . . ,  ak ). 
DEFINITION 3. A strong generating set for G on 11 relative to an ordered base (~1 . . . .  , ak) 
is a subset S of G such that G ...... ~_, is generated by Sn  G ...... ,_, for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k. 
Thus a strong generating set provides generators for each group in the stabilizer chain 
1 = O,~...,~ ~ G,~,..:,k_ , _c. 9 9 _c G,~, _c G.  
More specifically, if G (~ denotes G~,...~,_, and S m denotes S n G (~ then G ~~ (S~~ 
Many interesting roups, even those of high degree, possess a short base and small 
strong generating set. Moreover, given an arbitrary generating set S for G, it is practical 
to find a base for G on l~ and to extend S to a strong generating set relative to this base. 
Algorithms to perform this computation run in guaranteed polynomial time (in the degree); 
one of them, the Schreier-Todd-Coxeter-Sims ethod (see Cannon, 1985; Leon, in 
preparation; Sims, 1978) is effective, in many cases, on groups of relatively high degree. 
Bases and strong generating sets provide the key to performing the computations 
discussed in section 1, both those that are easy and those that appear to be more difficult. 
Some additional definitions and notation will be useful in treating these problems. Of 
the definitions that follow, marly have two forms--one in which the group G and base 
A are specified explicitly, and a second in which they are omitted. The abbreviated form 
will be used except in cases of ambiguity. 
DEFINITION 4. Let A %f (tel . . . .  , ak) be a base for G on I), and let S be a strong generating 
set for G relative to A. Then for d = 1 . . . . .  k+ l ,  we define: 
G (A'd) or  G (d) = G ...... ,_, (We will occasionally use this notation even with 
respect o a sequence (oq, . . . ,  ak) not known to be a base.) 
S (A'~) or S (d) = Sn  G,~,....,,~_,. 
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For d = 1 , . . . ,  k, we define: 
Ad(G, A) or Ad = a d . A d is called the dth basic orbit. 
vd(G, A) or Vd = a Schreier vector for G (d) on  l'~ having ad as the representative 
point of its orbit. (For details, see Leon (1980a), section 4.) 
Ud (G, A, 8) or Ud (8) -= the element of G (dl mapping ad to 8 determined by the Schreier 
vector va, provided t~ ~ Ad, or ~ otherwise. Note Ud(O~n) = ln.  
Oa(G,  A) or Utd = f i x (G  (d+l)) --fix(G(d)). In addition, we define ~to to be f ix (G) .  
Note that { l lo , . . . ,  f~} is a partition of I1, and f i x (G  (a)) = 
U,%' a,. 
Note that A~ and Vd are easily computed using standard orbit algorithms, and ua (8) can 
be calculated very quickly given va ; for details, see Leon (1980a), section 4. Note also 
that the action of an element g of G on (a~, . . . ,  aa-1) determines its action on I._J~a_S-d ll,, 
since (a~, . . . ,  ad_~) ~' = (a~, . . . ,  an_l) ~ implies that g~g21 ~ G (d) and hence that g~g~ 
acts trivially on f ix(  G (a)) = Ua~2d fl~. 
A base and strong generating set provide a unique factorization of G, as follows. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Sims, 1971a). Every element g of G has a unique factorization of  the form 
g = Uk(Bk)Uk--l(Sk-l) " " " U1(81), 8t ~ At for i = 1 . . . . .  k. 
Moreover, i f  ( i l l , . . . ,  fla) denotes (a b . . . ,  ad) g, then the points 81, 82 , . . . ,  8k are deter. 
mined using the equations 
81 =/31, 82 =/3~:~0-', 83 =/3~:~0- ' ,~8, r ' , . . . ,  
(4.1) 
8k =/3~ t{~t)-~2(~)-~'''"~-~(Sk-0-~. 
We will use (4.1a) to refer to the dth equation in (4.1) and (4.1L.a) to refer to the first d 
equations. Note that the 8~s are chosen so that (oq , . . . ,  o~a)~(5~)'"~:~0 = (/3~,...,/3a). 
Given any d with 1-< d ~ k and any sequence (/3~,...,/3a) from I1 d, we may attempt 
to compute a d-tuple (Sb . . . ,  Be) in A 1 x . . .  • A a using (4.11..d). However, the attempt 
will fail if, after computation of 8b . . . ,  Sf_~ using (4.1L.j-l), (4.1;) yields a point 8~ such 
that 81~A~. In fact, (4.1L.a) produces a sequence (8~, . . . ,  8d) in A lx ' '  "XAa exactly 
when (/31 . . . .  , f ld )a (aa , . . . ,  ad) ~ (This can be shown easily using induction on d. 
Assuming the result for d -1 ,  the point 8d obtained from (4.1d) lies in Ad if and only if 
there exists s ~ G (a~ with a~ = 8d. If S exists, then (/31 . . . . .  /3a) = 
(oq , . . . ,  aa)'"~-,(8"-0'"%(~0 ~ (ab . .. , aa)G ; conversely, if (/31 . . . . .  /3a) ~ (cel, . . . , ad) ~ s 
may be chosen as gu~(8~) -~...ud_~(Sd_~) -~, where g is any element of G with 
(~ , , . . . ,  ~)~ = (~, . . . , /3~) , )  
The inverse equations to (4.1) are 
/3~ = 81, /3~ = 8~ : '>,  /% = 8~ ~>' '~ ' )  . . . . .  
(4.1') 
/3k ~-- 8~k -I(t~k-l)ldk-2(~jk-2)'''lll(t~l)" 
Given any (8~, . . . ,  8a) ~ ~ • 9 9 x Ad, equations (4.1~..d) yield a sequence (/3~, . . . , /~a)  
in (a~ . . . .  , t~a) ~ From these observations, it is easy to see that: 
LEMMA l. For d = 1 , . . . ,  k, equations (4.11..a) and (4.1~..d) provide a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between A 1 x . . .  x Ad and (al . . . . .  ad) G. 
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DEFINITION 5. Let A = (a~,. , . ,  O/k) and S be a 
fL Then for d =1, . . . ,  k, for (fix . . . .  , f ld)~ (tea, 
td(G, A, f ix, . . . , /3a) or ta([3~,... ,  fla) = 
ta(G, A, g) or ta(g) = 
F a( G, A, ~ ,  . . . , fla-x) or Fd(/31 . . . .  , fld-~) = 
base and strong generating set for G on 
. . . ,  aa) ~ and for ge  G, we define: 
Ud(~a) . . .  Ux(~l), where (~1, . . . ,  8a) is 
obtained from (fit . . . .  ,/3d) by (4.1L.a). 
ta(fl~ . . . .  ,13a) where (fit, . . . , f la )= 
( .~ . . . .  , ~)~.  
{~,e nl (fl, . . . .  , /~-x, ~,) 
Note td is easily computable using Schreier vectors. The following lemma gives elementary 
properties of td and F a. 
LEMMA 2. The following hold for td : 
(i) ta (~x . . . .  , ~a)  = Ud(fl2-~(~" ~-')-')td_l(fl...., 13d-l). 
(ii) For (~x , ' ' ' , f ld )E (ab ' ' ' , ad)  ~, ta (~D. . . , f l a )  maps (oq,. . . ,O~d) to 
(~,,...,~d). 
(iii) For g ~ G, td (g) is determined by (ax,. 9  Otd)g, and ta (g) agrees with g on LJd=o ill 
and, in particular on ( cq . . . .  , tXd ). 
(iv) I f  ( f ix , . . . ,  fld--1) ~ (CeX,..., aa_l) ~ then Fd(fll, . " ,  fla-x) = A ~-~(~v"',Pd-O. 
Note that Lemma 2(iv) tells us the possible images of ad under an element of G, once 
the images of a~, . . . ,  eta_ ~ are known. 
PROPOSITION 2. The mapping ( [3 , , . . . ,  ~d ) ~ G(a+I) td (~,  " " " , ~d  ) and the inverse mapping 
G(a§ g ~ ( ax, . . . , aa ) s provide a one-to-one correspondence between (,v~ . . . .  , aa ) G and 
G~ G (d+l). 
The one-to-one correspondences between G/ O (a+~), m 1 ~,"  " ~ X ~d,  and (oq . . . . .  ad) G are 
summarized in the commutative diagram in Figure 1. 
DEFINITION 6. Let A = (oq , . . . ,  O~k) be a sequence from S2, and let g ~ Sym(f~). We define: 
~(A,  g) or ~(g)  = smallest integer i, 1 ~ i-< k, such that aT # a, (or k+ 1 if A s = A). 
This notation will be used primarily when A is a base for G and g r G. In that case, 
~(A,  g) = k+ 1 only when g = la.  Note that g ~ G (~(A'*)) - G(Ze(A'g)+lk (To make this true 
when g= ln, we must define G (k+2) to be the empty set.) 
LEMMA 3. I f  S is a strong generating set for G relative to the base A= (~x, . . . ,  ak), if 
1 <-- i --< k, and if S (I+1) ~_ R ~_ S (0, then R is a strong generating set for (R) relative to A. 
Gta+t)go(at,...,ad) s (Bt,...,fla)o(sv...,Sa) by (4,1 t,.~t) 
I~/~(d+l) r I '  ( ~ t . . . . .  ~d ) G . . . .  ) ~ IX ' i 'XA  d 
td(B,...,~a)~-CPb...,13a) (Pt,...,13a)~(~n,...,sa) Uy(4Ai d) 
G(d+l)ud(~d)...t|i(Si)~(~l,...,~d) 
Figure 1. One-to-one correspondences, 
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PROOf. Let K = (R); then K ~_ G ~. Let j e {i + 1, . . . ,  n}. Since S (i+1) ~ R, R (j) = S (j}. It 
follows that K ~) ~_ G r = (S ~:)) = (R (j~) ~ K ~). Hence R is a strong generating set for K. 
5. Orderings of Point Sets and Groups 
Let < be a total ordering of IL Let tob - . . ,  to, be the points of fl, ordered so that 
tot < to2 <.  9 9 < to~. Note that < induces a lexicographic ordering on Sym(12), which we 
denote also by <. Specifically, for s, t~ Syrn(l'~), s < t if there exists an integer i such 
that (tot . . . .  , to~_a) ~= (to~, . . . ,  to~_~)' but to~ < tol. The ordering < determines a canonical 
base and strong generating set for G, as follows9 
DEFINITION 7. If < is an ordering of f~, let 
A(G, <)  = (a~, . . . ,  O~k), where a~= rnin(~2-f ix(G,,  ..... ,_t)) and k is minimal subject 
to Y/x(G . . . . . .  ~) = ~,  
S(G,  <)  = (s~, . . . ,  sin), where s/= rn in (G- (s t , . . . ,  s~_~)) and m is minimal subject 
to (s~, . . . ,  s~)= G, and 
A*(G, <)  = the set of subsequenees of ~ that contain A(G, <)  as a (not necessarily 
proper) subsequence. 
Note that, with (a~ . . . .  , a~) and (s~, . . . ,  s,~) as above, a~ <. . .<  a~ and s~<.  9 .<sin. 
We mention several immediate consequences of Definition 7 before demonstrating that 
A(G, <) ,  or any A~ A*(G, <), and S(G, <) are in fact a base and strong generating set 
for G. 
LEMMA 4. 
where i is maximal subject to txi ~ to~, or i = 0 if toj "< at. 
LEMMA 5. Let A~f(at , . . . ,ak )~A*(G, -<) ,  let g~, 
{1, . . . ,  k+ l} .  Then 
(a) min({to ~ l~[to ~ # a~S~}) ~ A, 
(b) gx < g: implies .L:(A, gt) -> ~(A,  g2), and 
(C) O (Ad) < G-  G (A J). 
Let Ad~= f (or1,. . . ,  ak )~A*(G,  <). I f  j a{O,  1 . . . .  , n}, then Go,,._~j = G~...~,, 
g2~ a with gt # g2, and let i E 
PROOF. As usual, we write G (~ in place of G (A.~) and Af(g) in place of ~(A ,  g). Obviously 
it suffices to prove part (a) under the assumption that A=A(G,<) .  Let %= 
rain ({to e l-l[ a~ ~ # toga}), and suppose ai_l < ~j < ai. Then (ax , . . . ,  a l l )  g' = 
(a~, . . . ,  a~_t) s2, and hence g~g~t r G (I) Since to~gi' ~ %, to. ~. 12- f ix (  G(i)), contrary to 
9 j J - 
oti = ra in ( l ) - f i x (G(~ 
For part (b), assume gt<g2.  I f  I d~.~(g l )<~(g2)  , then (a~, . . . ,a l _ l ,  al) g~= 
(oq , . . . ,  a~-t, at), but (at,  .. 9 a1-1, at) s' = (~1,. 9 9 at- l ,  13) with/3 # at. Letting j be such 
that a2 = toy and applying part (a), we obtain (r 9 9 toj-~, toj)~ = (to~, 9 9 %-~, toj) but 
(a~t, . . . ,  toj-~, toj)g~ = ( tot , . . . ,  %-1,/3) with/3 ~ {to1, 9 9 9 toj}. It follows that/3 > to:, contra- 
dicting g~ < g2. 
For part (c), note that g~ ~ G (~ and g2 e G-  G (~ implies ~(g~) _ i > ~(g2) and hence, 
by part (b), that g~ < g2. 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  A~ A*(G, <), then A and S( G, < ) form a base and strong generating 
set for  G, 
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O={1 . . . . .  10}, O=(x,y), x=(23)(57)(68) ,  1<2<. - .<10,  
y=(13946) (271058) ,  
A(~, <)=(1,2,5), 
S(G, <) ={s t, s~, s~, s4}, 
st = (5 6)(7 8)(910), A~={1,2 . . . . .  10},  ~o=~, 
s~= (23)(57)(68), A~-~ {2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8}, lq~ ={1}, 
s3 = (2 5)(3 7)(410), An={5,6}, 12z-- {2, 3, 4}, 
s4 = (12)(79)(810), l~a = {5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, 
v~ =( -1  s~ s: s3 s~ s~ sa st s~ s4), 
v2 = (-1 --2 s2 -3  s 3 s~ sa s~ s~ s3), 
v a = ( -1  -2  -3  -4  -5  s t --6 s~ -7  st) , 
ul (1)=l  = la ,  u2(2) =1 =In ,  
1~1(2) = $ 4 = (12)(79)(810), u=(3) =s2 = (23)(57)(68), 
u~(3)=s~s~ = (132)(579)(6810),  u~(5) =s~ = (25)(37)(410), 
Ut(4)=s4S2S~.~s4s~ - - - -(14369)(257810), uz(6)=SaS ~ = (265)(3 87)(4910), 
U~(5)=s4s3 = (152)(379)(4108),  Uz(7)=s2sa = (27)(35)(410)(68), 
ut(6)=s,s:~ = (1652)(3 849)(710), U~(8)=SzSaS~ = (285367)(4910) ,  
u~(7) = s4s~s 3 = (1792)(35)(41068) ,  
u~(8)=s4s~s~s ~ =(18492) (367105) ,  Ua(5) =1 =In ,  
u~(9) = s4s~s~s4 = (19)(35)(48)(610), ua(6) = s~ = (56)(78)(910). 
ut(lO)=s4szsasts 4 =(1105369) (478) ,  
Figure 2. An example of a base and a strong generating set. 
PROOF. It is obvious that A(G, <), and hence any Ae A*(G, <), is a base for G. Suppose 
S d~---r S(G,  <) is not a strong generating set relative to A. Then (S~~ G t~ for some i. 
Since S ~~ = {s e S l~(s)  - i}, Lemma 5(b) tells us that S ~ = {s l , . . . ,  s i} for some j. Then 
(0\'~ E G (~} s j+~=min(G- (S  /j since Gr162 and Gr162 r by Lemma 
5(c), contrary to the choice of j .  
COROLLARY. ~fA  d=ef (Otl, . . . ' tXk) ~ A*((~,  ~() and i fS (G ,  <) = (s l , . . . ,  s~) as in Defini t ion 
~' ~h' ...... st-P, .LP(S,), for  1, m. 7, then Othg~ where h-'- i= . . . ,  
PROOF, Let S = S(G, <). By Lemma 5, parts (b) and (c), $Ch+1) ~ {Sl . . . .  , SH} ~-- S (h). I f  
the conclusion of the corollary fails, let r e (s~, . . . ,  s~-l) such that a~ = a~. Then s~r -~ 
G (h+~) = (S ch+~)) ~ (s~, . . . ,  s~_a), implying s~ E (s~ . . . .  , s~-x), contrary to Definition 7. 
COROLLARY. IS(G, "<)1 ~ n -d~ where d is the number of  orbits o f  G on fl. 
PROOF. For i = 1, . . . ,  m, the number of orbits of (sl . . . . .  si) on ~ is less than that of 
( s l , . . . ,  s~_~), since a hs' and ah, where h = ~(si), lie in the same orbit of (sl, .. ., s~) but 
not (by the previous corollary) in the same orbit of (sl . . . . .  S~-l). 
Quite often a strong generating set much smaller than that guaranteed by the corollary 
above may be found. 
Figure 2 gives an example of the concepts discussed in sections 4 and 5. 
6. Partitions, Refinements, and ~-bases 
The partition method performs backtrack search in a tree in which the nodes are 
labelled by ordered partitions. The root is labelled by the trivial partition I n (or in some 
cases by a finer partition), and the leaves are labelled by discrete partitions. We will have 
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a fixed partition stack (r io , . . . ,  IIt) with ri0 equal to the label of the root and with lit 
discrete. A node at depth d will be labelled by a partition ~d for which ~d ~ IICd ~ may 
hold. The node :Zd represents a right coset Onfl, where teG such that I I~=~d may 
hold. The sons of node :~d represent possible images of IIa+~ under elements of Gnat. 
A leaf node corresponds to an element of G. The critical step in this approach is the 
transition from lid to lia+a and from ~a to Za+~; this transition will be by means of a 
refinement process. The objective is to choose IId+~ and ~a+~ as fine as is reasonably 
possible. 
This section develops the necessary properties of partitions and refinements; ections 
7 and 8 will present the actual backtrack procedures. 
DEFINITION 8. If ~ is a property, an elementary ~-refinement process ~ on G is a pair 
(~L, ~R) of mappings of Partn(l~) into Partn(H) such that the following hold for every 
II and :~ in Partn(~): 
(a) ~L(II)<-II and ~R(H)-<II. 
(b) I L(n)l--lrtl + 1 and I R(II)I---Inl + 1. 
(c) If g ~ fig and if II g = ~, then ~L(II) g = ~a(~). 
The subscripts "L" and "Fi" are formal symbols chosen to suggest left and right, corre- 
sponding to the appearance of ~L and ~R on the left side and the right side, respectively, 
of the equation in (c) above. Note that (a) and (b) imply that either ~z(li) =II  or 
[~z(II)[ =[II[ +1 for z e {I., R}; that is, each component of an elementary ~-refinement 
process either leaves l i  unchanged or splits exactly one of its cells. Note also that 
[fix(~z(li)) -fix(II)[ = 0, 1 or 2, the value of 2 occurring when ~z splits a two-element 
cell of II. Finally, we note that 
ge G~ and I IS=~ imply I L(n)ml = I  (X)ml, where m--- I I I l+l.  (6.1) 
(Definition 1 makes (6.1) true regardless of whether or not ~L and ~R act non-trivially 
on II and on ~, respectively.) 
In addition to properties (a), (b), and (c) above, all of the elementary ~-refinements 
developed here will satisfy a fourth property: 
(d) There exists an integer i, depending only on ~, such that @~(II)j = Hj whenever 
171 ~ Partn(~), j ~ {1,. . . ,  III I} -{i}, and z e {L, R}. 
In other words, either @~ leaves II unchanged or it splits the ith cell of II, where i is 
independent of II and z. We shall assume that all ~-refinement processes satisfy property 
(d); however, if (d) fails, only minor modifications to the algorithms are required. In 
practice, property (d) does not represent a significant restriction; if it fails for ~, we 
merely replace ~ by {~b. . . ,  ~,}, where 
~( i i )  = {~ii~(II ) , if ~( I I ) ,  ~ I I ,  otherwise. 
We shall be interested only in elementary ~-refinement processes that are practical to 
compute. 
DEFINITION 9. An elementary refinement process on G is an :T-refinement process on G, 
where ff  denotes the property that is always false. 
Note that, for any property ~, an elementary ~-refinement process is an elementary 
refinement process. 
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DEFINITION 10. An elementary ~-refinement process ~ = (~/,  ~R) is symmetric i f ~L = 
~R- 
The importance of symmetric elementary ~-refinements stems from the following temma. 
LEMMA 6. I f  ff~(la) holds, then any elementary ~-refinement process is symmetric. In 
particular, if Oe is a subgroup of O, then any elementary ff~-refinement process is symmetric. 
PROOF. Let ~ be an elementary ~-refinement process. Since I I~n=II for any l ie  
Partn(12), Definition 8(c) implies ~L(II) ~"= ~R(H). Thus ~u = ~R. 
DEFINITION 11. If ~ = (~k, ~R) is a symmetric elementary ~-refinement process, we will 
write ~(H) in place of ~( I I ) ,  z - L or R. (Essentially we are treating ~ as a mapping of 
Partn(I~) into itself, rather than a 2-tuple whose components are such mappings.) 
DEFINITION 12. If ~ is a property, a ~-refinementprocess on G is a sequence (~ . . . .  , ~, )  
of elementary ~-refinement processes on G. 
Any ~-refinement process fit = (~1 . . . .  , @p) on G induces a pair (~L, 91R) of mappings 
from Partn(12) into Partn(~) as follows: 
91~(II) = (~,:(~p_~.~(... (~::((~:(II))...)) for z e {L, R}. 
In fact, it is convenient to think of ~ as a pair (91L, 9~a) of mappings from Partn(l)) into 
Partn(ll); as such, it satisfies conditions (a) and (c) of Definition 8 with [RE and fftR 
replacing ~k and ~a. Rather than writing ~ = (~, . . . ,  ~p), we write ~ = ~x. . .  ~p to 
suggest (left-to-right) composition, and we consider an elementary N-refinement process 
@ to be a N-refinement process, whereas technically (~) is one. However, it is important 
to keep in mind that the mappings from Partn(12) into Partn(fl) do not determine 
uniquely; two distinct ~-refinement processes ~ ...  ~,  and ~1. . .  ~q may yield identical 
mappings. 
Clearly, if ~ and ~ are properties uch that ~(g)^ (g ~ G) implies ~(g), then any 
.~-refinement process on G also is a N-refinement process. In particular, if ~ is the 
property such that ~o(g) holds exactly when g ~ G, then any ~ga-refinement process on 
G is a ~-refinement process for any property ~. 
DEFINITION 13. If ~ = ~1 . . .  ~p is a ~-refinement process on G, then for ze{L, R} and 
for I I~ Partn(l)), we define SplitSizez(~It, II) to be a vector with integral components, as 
follows: 
SplitSizez(~ , l ' l )  = I%,,,I), 
where tbo, . . . ,  ~p are defined inductively by tbo= H 
and ~i = ~l.,(@H), and where dt denotes [cbi_l I+ 1. 
In other words, SplitSizez(fft, H) is a vector whose components are the sizes, at time of 
creation, of the new cells created by application of ffl to II. 
If 9t = ~1 . . .  ~p is a ~-refinement process, then by analogy with (6.1) 
g ~ G~ and II g = ~ implies SplitSizeL(~, II) = SplitSizeR(91, ~). (6.2) 
Next we establish notation for some frequently-used properties. 
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DnFINIT~ON 14. Let E and F be permutation groups on ~, let o~, ~ ~ ~, and let we 
Syrn(Fz). Let A and B be subsets of fZ, sequences from f~, or partitions (ordered or 
unordered) on It. The properties ~g~, ~.~,  WE, N~.~, Se~, Se~,~, SeA, and SeA.~ are defined 
as follows: 
~n: ~e(g) holds exactly when geE,  
~n.w: ~,~(g)  holds exactly when ,g e Ew, 
A/n: ~r holds exactly when E ~ = E (i.e. when g normalizes E), 
~r : "Are, F(g) holds exactly when E ~ = F, 
Se~: Se(g) holds exactly when a~= or, 
Se,,.~: Se~.a(g) holds exactly when a ~ =fl, 
SeA: SeA(g) holds exactly when A ~ = A, 
SeA.B: SeA,~(g) holds exactly when A s = B. 
Before proceeding to examples of elementary refinement processes, we shall develop 
three notational techniques useful in providing compact descriptions of such processes. 
Notation 1: $n(i ;  W(II)). In order to describe the action of a symmetric elementary 
N-refinement process ~ on a partition II, it suffices to state whether ~ splits some cell 
of I I  and, if so, which cell is split and which elements of that cell are transferred to the 
newly-created cell. This motivates the definition which follows. 
DEFINITION 15. I f  i e Z,  and if W(II) is an expression involving the partition variable 
II = (II1 . . . . .  IIm) whose value is a subset of It, such that 
(i) Y( l I )  ~ III for all II e Partn(12), and 
(ii) W(II) s = W(~) for any g e G~ such that II ~ = ~, 
then Sn( i ;  2r denotes the symmetric elementary ~-refinement process ~ defined by 
~( I I )=(~ ] ' ' ' ' 'H ' - I ' I I ' -N 'H '+ ' ' ' ' ' ' I I I n I 'N )  otherwise.ifi--<[Hland0~Nd~rw(II)~II" 
Note that I I  acts as a dummy variable; that is, Sn(i; W(II)) and $~(i; W(~)) are two 
ways of describing the same refinement. 
Notation 2: Sn(i;  j ;  m; q/(II)). The following elementary refinement is useful when the 
action of an appropriate lement g of G~ on an unordered partition of ~ is known. 
DEFINITION 16. If i,j e Z,, if m e Z*, and if q/(H) is an expression i volving the variable 
II = ( I I1 , . . . ,  IIp) whose value is an unordered partition of f~ such that 
ge  G~ and II s =~ imply q/(II) ~ = ~/(~), 
then Sn( i ; j ;  m; ~(I I ) )  denotes the symmetric elementary ~-refinement process 
~n(i ;  l-I, r~ A), where A = U {Y e q/(II) IlY n nil = m}. 
Notation 3:~1 • ~z. Let ~, ~e, and ~R be properties related as in section 2(ii). Let ~l 
and ~2 be symmetric elementary ~t- and ~R-refinement processes, respectively, such that 
~2(II y) = ~l( I I )  y for any y e G~. Then the pair (@1, ~2) is an elementary ~-refinement 
process. We will denote this process by ~1 • ~2. If t$1 = {~l,h [h e H} and ~$2 = {~2.h I h e H} 
are sets of  elementary symmetric ~L- and @R-refinement processes, respectively, indexed 
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by the same set H, such that l~2,h(II y) = ~,h( I I )  y for any y ~ G~ and for any h ~ H, then 
t~ x t~ 2 will denote the set {~.h X @~,hlh eH} of elementary ~-ref inement  processes. 
Some examples of  useful elementary refinement processes follow. 
EXAMPLE 1. The elementary refinements ~.~,  ~A.~,~, and @a,,~.y. I f  a e ~,  then 
~,~ ~r d'n(i; ]-Ii ~ {a}) 
is an elementary 5a,-refinement process for i=  1 , . . . ,  n. I f  A is a subset of  O., then 
def  ~ , 9 A, l=~nt ,  t ; I I~c~A) is an elementary 6~A-refinement process for i=1  . . . .  ,n. I f  
A% r (al  . . . .  , ap) is a sequence from l~, then ~A,~J %r ~n( i ;  H~ c~{a~}) is an e lementary 
5CA-refinement process for i = 1 , . . . ,  n and j  = 1 . . . .  , p. I f~  ~r (~ . . . . .  ~)  is an ordered 
partit ion of 12, then @a,,~.~,  ~'n(i;  II~ ~ d~) is an elementary S~ process for 
i = 1 , . . . ,  n and j = 1, , . . ,  I~1, 
DEFINiTiON 17. The set 9 of  elementary refinement processes is defined by ~= 
{~.~ [a ~ l'~, l<-i<n}. 
EXAMPLE 2. The elementary refinements ~,~.~, ~A,B,i,j, and @a,,z,~,j. Let a,/3 ~ 12. Then 
~,~,~,~ %r ~,.~ x ~,~ (1 <- i--. n) is a (not symmetric) elementary 5*,,a-refinement process 
on G. Likewise, if A and B are subsets of f~, if A and B are sequences from 12, or if  
and ~ are partit ions (ordered or unordered) on IZ, then ~A.B,i0-----*r~A.~X~a,i, 
~A,B,~j ~r ~A,~,J X | or ~a,.~.~,j ~r ~a,,~,j x ~,~,~, respectively, is an elementary ~A,~" 
refinement or Y,~,~-refinement process whenever i and j have appropr iate values. 
EXAMPLE 3, The elementary refinement 9174 The following elementary lemma will 
enable us to construct useful ~-ref inement process on G, for appropriate properties ~, 
based on the orbit structure of some second permutat ion group E on fL (The ease E = G 
will be of special interest, as in this case ~ may be arbitrary.) First, given an arbitrary 
but fixed ordering << of  I'L,t we define 
O(E)  = the ordered partit ion whose cells are the orbits of  E on 12, orbit Am preceding 
orbit A2 in O(E)  if min(Al)<< rain(A2), where rain is determined relative to 
the ordering <<. 
Note that O(E  g) -O(E)  g for any permutation g. We have: 
LEMMA 7. Let e~ E. I f  II,~,e Partn(12) such that I Ie---~, and if t is any element o re  
such that f ix( I f )  ~ =f ix (~) ,  then (FI, r~ O(Efxcn))j) ~ = ~l n (O(E~x(n))j)' for any i and j. 
This lemma is useful because t may be determined from the action of e on selected points 
only, using the methods of  section 4. (A base change for E may be needed.) Note that 
fix(H) and fix(~) could be replaced by II and 2~, respectively, in the lemma, but  then 
the element t no longer would be easy to compute. 
t The ordering << need not have any relationship to the ordering < used in section 5 and again later in this 
section. (We may need to use << in determining <.) Whereas the choice of the ordering < may have a major 
influence on the effieiency of the algorithms, the choice of << should have little effect, If l~ = Z,, a natural choice 
for << is 1 << 2<< 9 9 9 << n; this choice will be used in all examples given here. 
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DEFINITION 18. Let i, j eZ ,  and let @ePartn(12). The symmetric elementary Sn- 
refinement process 9174 on G is defined as follows: 
where 
9 ~,ojj = Sn(i;  II~ c~ Ej), 
.gj {~(E~(r  ' i f f i x ( I I )e f ix (~)eandt i sanye lement  
= of E such that fix(H) =fix(~)', 
otherwise. 
(Note that 9 is independent of  the choice of t.) That 9 is an ~-re f inement  
process on G follows immediately from Lemma 7. Computation of 9 ~,a,,,z is practical; 
the only non-trivial task involves determination of the permutation t, which may be 
performed by the techniques of section 4. 
Note that 9 o,| is a symmetric elementary ~-refinement process on G for any property 
The Sn-refinements 9 e.a,,~j have the following useful property. 
LEMMA 8. I f  ~] E.r < II, then 9 ~.a,.i,j = 9 e.n,~,i' for some j'. 
PROOF. Say ~3e, a,.~,j(II)<II. Then by Definition 18, fix(~)to=fix(II) for some toe E. 
Hence E~xca,)= Ej~x(n) and consequently O(EjTx(r176 by the note following 
the definition of O(E)  above. It follows that (O(E$~r for some 
integer j'. 
Let Y e Partn(12), and consider computation of 9 ~,a, ;z(Y) using Definition 18. Clearly 
f ix(Y) ef ix(~) ~ if and only if fix(Y) efix(II) ~. Moreover, if h e E such that fix(II)t~ = 
fix(Y), then f ix(~) t~ =fix(Y), where t: = toh. Application of tl to the equation at the end 
of the last paragraph yields (O(E ax~,t,))j.) ': = (O(E$~cm)j,)q. Now, in computing 9 ~.o,;.i(Y) 
and 9 using Definition 18, we may choose t = t2 and t =- h, respectively, and 
the result is the same in both cases. 
EXAMPLE 4. The elementary efinement 9 I f  w ~ Sym(fl), the properties ~ = ~E,., 
~L = fiE, and ~R= ~E~ are related as in section 2(ii), and the ~L-refinement 9 
and ~a-refinement 9174 are related as in Notation 3 above. It follows that 
r ~r ~E,a,,i.j x  9  is an elementary ~,~,-refinement process on G. 
EXAMPLE 5. The elementary refinement ~E,l,j.m,Y. Let E be any permutation group of ~; 
we may construct a symmetric elementary ArE-refinement process on G as follows. I f  g 
normalizes E, it maps E-orbits to E-orbits; if in addition II ~ = X, then for any subsequence 
off ix( I I ) ,  g maps Eo-orbits to Ev-orbits, where Y = ~8. The following refinement takes 
advantage of this fact. 
DEFINITION 19. Let i, j eZ . ,  let meZ*,  and let yao=f(y,,...,yq) be an increasing 
sequence from Z.. The symmetric elementary ArE-refinement process 92 E,~,j.m,Y is defined 
by 
~ ~.td, m,Y = ~n( i ; j ;  m; O(E')) 
This notation is convenient; note, however, that ~ B,~,,~d depends on 9 only in that it depends on fix(~) 
and on CeIllndexe(y) for each y efix(~). 
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where 
E'= ~ E ~'"'v~ ifyq -< Ifix(rI)l 
[ Sym(12) otherwise. 
(Here yp denotes fix(II)r~ forp = 1, . . . ,  q), 
EXAMPLE 6. The elementary refinement 92n,.,~j,,..y, I f  E and F are permutation groups 
on ~, then 92 s.e.~.j, Y d___.ef ~ E.i.j.m, Y X ~ F,i,j,m, Y is an elementary ~cE, F-refinement process on (7. 
DEFINITION 20. The (left-to-right) composition LI~ of ~9-refinement processes 1I = 
~. . .  ~ and ~3 = ~t . . .  ~ is the ~-refinement process  ~ . . .  @~. . .  ~ .  In terms 
of mappings, ~,( I I )  = ~8.(It,(II)) for z e {k, R}. 
DEFINITION 21. A family of elementary ~-refinement processes on G is a set 91 of 
elementary ~-refinement processes uch that the following condition holds: 
For any II, ~ e Partn (f~) with ~ ~ II, for any @ e ~1, and for any z e {k, FI}, 
either ~ ~ @~(H) or there exists @' e 91 such that ~' (~)  < ~. (6.3) 
DEFINITION 22. If 91 is a family of elementary ~-refinement processes, then 91" will 
denote the set of ~-refinement processes all of whose elementary factors lie in 91. 
Repeated application of condition (6.3) yields: 
LEMMA 9. I f  ~ <~II and if ~e91, then there exists ~R in 91" such that ~(~)~<@(II), 
Note that any union of families of ~-refinement processes is again a family. Also, if 
91 and 9 are families such that 91 x ~ is defined, as in Notation 3 above, then ~11 x ~ is 
again a family. 
DEFINITION 23. The set Ca  of symmetric elementary ~-refinement processes on G is 
defined by 
~o = (C o,..~.jl~ E Partn (~ ), i, j e Z,}. 
PROPOSITION 4. ~3o is a family of symmetric refinement processes on G. 
PROOF. Since each 9 is symmetric, we may dispense with the subscripts "1_" and 
"R", Let H,~ePar tn(~)  with ~ I I ,  and let 9 We may assume that 
~; 9 o,a, ~j(II) and hence that 9 G.a, ~j(II) < II; by Lemma 8, 9 a,a,,Jj = 9 o,n,;j' for some 
j', and we may choose t = 1~ in computing 9 using Definition 18. From ~ ~I I  
and from ~ ~ 9 o.n,~j,(II), we deduce, again using Definition 18, that there exists some 
cell Ep of ~ that is not contained entirely in any single cell of O(Ga=(n)), and hence not 
in any single cell of the finer partition O(G~(,~)). Thus there exists an integer q for which 
~ ~,p ~ O(Gfix(X)) q ~ O(G.ax(~))q. Then 9 G,x,p,q(5~) < ~, and condition (6.3) holds. 
DEFINITION 24. If E is any permutation group on f~, the set 91n of symmetric elementary 
Nn-refinement processes on G is defined by 
~lle = {92 E.i,j.m. YI i, j e Z,, me' Z*, Y an increasing subsequence from Z,}. 
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If b is a positive integer, the subset ~llS.b of 91~ isdefined by 
--- y II Y[ -< b}. 
If F is another permutation group on f~, the sets 91~,F and 91~,,~ of elementary 
J fayref inement  processes are defined by 91~,~ =9t~ xgl~ and 91~,F,b =91E.b X 9q~,~. 
PROPOSITION 5. ~l/~ and 9l~.~ are families of symmetric elementary 2r processes 
on G, and 91E,~ and 91~,F.b are families of elementary ./f n.~-refinement processes on G. 
PROOF. Consider first 91n, b. Let II,]s with ~<I I ,  and let ~r b, 
where q -< b and Y = (ya . . . .  , yq) is an increasing sequence from Z,,. We may assume that 
~92~.~,~,,,,~(II) and hence that ~lzj j . , , ,y(H)<II .  It follows from Definition 19 that 
y~ <--Ifix(II) I. Since ~ ~ II, ~--~(~) ~_~(I I ) ,  and it follows that there exists an increasing 
sequence Y' ~,=r (y~,. . . ,  y~) from Z, with y~<-Ifix(~)l such that {fix(~)e~,.. . ,  f ix(~)~} = 
( f ix ( I I )y , , . , . ,  fix(II)y,}. Let y~ =fix(~)y; for p = 1 , . . . ,  q. 
Let A=I,_) {Oee(E~,,...~)[lO~l-I j l= m}. Then 92~,~,. v=~'n( i ;  A), and from ~I I  
and from :E ~ ~ n,,.j,,,.v(ll), it follows that some cell E~', of 2 intersects both A and ~-A  
non-trivially. Choose A,/zeE~, such h eA and /z~A. Let 0~ and Od be the cells of 
O(E:,,...~, ) containing X and/~, respectively; then leor~I~jI = m and led ~1 # m. 
Since :E~I I ,  II~ =L_.Jp~p Ep for some subset P of Z,,  and hence ~r  [Or = m # 
En~p [On ~ Ev[. It follows that there exists an integerj' in P such that [O~ c~ E~,[ # [Od c~ Ej,]. 
Set m'=lO~Xyl, and let A'--U{| ). Note AeA'  and /z~ A'. 
Now ~z. i ,d, , , ,y= 8x(i ' ;  A'). Thus A and /~ lie in different cells of 92 n,~,3.,,,y,(X), and 
henee 92~Z,~,~,m,y,(X)<~. We have shown that condition (6.3) holds for 91~,b. 
Since 91~---9ln,,, condition (6.3) also holds for 91~. Since ~lle,~=~linx~l~ and 
91~,~.b = 9/~,~ x 91~.b, 91~,~ and ~lln.~,b are families as well. 
DEFINITION 25. If !11 is a family of elementary ~-refinement processes and if z ~ {L, FI}, 
a partition II  in Partn(F~) is called 91~-irreducible if ~( I I )= I I  for all ~e91. I f  every 
e 91 is symmetric, we drop the subscript "L" or "FI" and say simply that I I  is ~l- 
irreducible. 
Note that, by Lemma 8, II is ~)a-irreducible exactly when ~ c,n,i,j(II) = II for all i , j  e Z. .  
PROPOSITION 6. Assume 91 is a family. Let II, :E e Partn( O ) with ~ ~ II, let z e {L. R}, and 
let fi, ~ e ~*  such that f i ,( I I)  and ~(  ~, ) are ~,-irreducible. Then ~, (  ]f, ) ~ f i , ( l I  ). 
PROOF. Let f i=~l . . .  ~m. Define I Io , . . . , I I , ,  by I Io=I I  and by lIj=~j,z(Ilj_l) for 
j=  1 , . . . ,  m. We know that ~(~)~ ~l I= I Io .  Since ~z(:E) is ~z-irreducible, there 
cannot exist ~ ~ ~ with ~(@, (~) )< ~(1;) .  Then condition (6.3) implies that @,(:E) 
@a,~(IIo) = I lt .  Continuing in this manner, we obtain that ~,(:E)<~ II~ for i = 2 , . . . ,  m. 
Since IIm = ~R(II), we have shown that ~(~)  ~< fi(I I). 
As an immediate corollary, we obtain the following important result. 
COROLLARY. Assume 91 is a family. I f  II, ~ e Partn ( fl ) with :E~--II, /f ze{L, R}, and if 
fit, ~ e 91" are such that fiz(II) and ~(~, )  are 91z-irreducible, then ~z(~,) ~-- fiz(II). 
DEFINITION 26. If 91 is a family and if z e {L, FI}, then for any II ~ Partn(gl), :~,z( I I )  
denotes f i ( I I ) ,  where fi is any ~-refinement from 91" such that f i( I I)  is 91z-irreducible. 
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Although ~,~( I I )  is not uniquely determined, the corollary to Proposition 6 shows that 
~,~- '~ is uniquely determined, as is Gfixl~c~,~n)) 
LEMMA 10. ~ is ~3o-irreducible if and only if ~ <~ O(G~axt~)). I f ~ is ~o-irredueible, then 
fix(~.) = yix( O( O~)  ). 
PROOF. Consider the first assertion. Assume ~< O(G~)) .  I f  9 ~, then by 
Lemma 8, 9 - 9 for some j ' ,  and in computing 9 o.~,~,~'(~) using Definition 
18, we may take t = ln. It follows from Definitions 15 and 18 that 0 ~ E~ r~ O(G~x~))~,  "~, 
which contradicts -~ ~< O(G~xt~)). Thus ~ is f3o-irreducible. 
Now assume ~ is t3o-irreducible. If ~, ~ O(Ga~<n~), there must exist a cell ~.~ of ~, not 
contained wholly in any cell of O(G~x~=_)). Let O~ be any cell of O(G~r such that 
~.~ ~ O~ # 0; note E~ ~ O~ ~ E~. But application of Definition 18 with t = in shows that 
9 o.__..~j splits E~, contrary to irreducibility of ,~. 
Since ~ ~< O(G~x<~)), the second assertion can fail only if there exists o~ ~fix(~) such 
that a ~ fix( O( G~x~)) . Clearly this is impossible. 
As an immediate consequence of the second assertion of the lemma above, we obtain: 
COROLLARY. I f  ~ is s then ( G~x(~))~ ~ Gjt~c-) for all a ~ l ' l -  fix(~). 
The key concept in the partition method will be that of an ~R-base, which generalizes 
the concept of a base discussed earlier. 
DEFINITION 27. If 91 is a family of elementary ~-refinement processes on G, an 91-base 
for G relative to [9 consists of a sequence (~t , . .  9 92,,-~) from 91wI3c w 9 such that 
(L ib . . . ,  1t,,_1) and the sequence (air1,... ,at%) defined inductively by 
alr~ = In and air ~+~ = ~21,,,L(~,~) for m = t , . . . ,  n - 1 
satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) x I '~>~2>. . .>~, , .  
(ii) For m = 1 , . . . ,  n -  1, 92m ~ 91 u 9o  only when air,, is (91 w~)a),-irreducible.t (In 
other words, 92,, is chosen in ~ only when there is no other alternative.) 
Note: In View of condition (i) above and Lemma 8, we shall assume that, whenever 
~2I,, ~ ~,  we are given i and j such that 9Am = 9 
DEFINITION 28. Given an 91-base 9/, as above, we define, in addition to (~,  . . . ,  q r ) ,  
the fol lowing quantities associated with ~: 
(i) -< is the ordering of 11 defined uniquely by the two conditions: 
(a) fix('I, ,) < (fix(~I" 9 -  fix(~i',) ) < . . .  < (fix(,I,,,_,) - f ix(,I ' ._~) ) 
< (l~-fix(qtn-l)). (Note f ix (~l )  =0 unless n = 1.) 
t For very large families, condition (ii) may be expensive tocheck. All of the algorithms presented in this 
paper emain valid if we require merely that ~m be s however, the rationale behind some of 
the heuristics designed toimprove performance no longer applies. Note ~G-irreducibility is easy to check using, 
for example, Lemma 10. 
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(viii) 
(b) I f  [fix(xIt~+a) - f i x (~t ) l  = 2 (its largest possible value) and i f /x  and ;, denote  
the e lements of fix(W~+~)-fix(alt~), then/z  < v exactly when/z  follows ~, in 
f i x (~ ~+l), i.e. when Celllndex,i,,+~(ix) > Celllndex,v,+i( v)flf 
(ii) to~, . . . ,  to. are the elements of 12, ordered so that to1 <.  ' 9 < ton. 
(iii) A ~r  (a~ . . . .  , ak) = A(G,  <).  
(iv) (h~ . . . .  , hk) is the increasing sequence of  integers def ined by a~ = tOh, for i = 
1 . . . .  , k (For  notat ional  purposes,  we let ho = 0 and hk+l = n + 1.) 
(v) ( f l , . . .  , f , )  is the non-decreas ing sequence of  integers defined by fj = Ifix(,I, )l 
for j = 1 . . . .  , n. (For  notat ional  purposes,  we let f ix(q%) = 0 and fo = 0.) 
(vi) S=S(G,  <) .  
(vii) (n~, . . . ,  n~) is the increasing sequence o f  integers such that {n~, . . . ,  nt}= 
~md f f  Z2_~ 1~,. ~ ~ w ~Dz}. (For  notat ional  purposes,  we define no = 0 and n~+~ = n.) 
(a~ . . . .  , a~), where ad is such that 92,, =~ad,p~ for some integer Pal, d = 
1 . . . .  , i .  
(ix) pa = the integer in (viii) above, d --- 1 . . . .  , I. 
(x) ~ is the part i t ion stack (W~, . . .  ,~ , ) ,  and II_ ~ ( I Io , . . . ,  I L )  is the part i t ion 
stack defined by l id = W,~+, for d --0, 1 . . . . .  I. (For notational purposes,  we let 
I I _ t  = Ira. Note  that Pd = Celllndexn,_~(~d).) 
(xi) 9td is the ~-re f inement  process 9~,~+~9X,,+:... 9g,~.~_~ for d =0,  1 , . . . ,  1. 
(xii) a0~ f (a , , . . . ,  a,,_~) = SplitSize~(~Ro, I~), and ad ~r (a ,~, . . . ,  a,~.,-~) = 
SplitSize~(~a~.p~a, IId_~) for d = 1 , . . . ,  1. (Note (a~) = SplitSize,(gx~, )  = 
(lr for  i = 1, . . . ,  n - 1.) 
(xiii) b~ is the integer such that ~+1.~+~ = ~.n,  for i - 1 , . . . ,  n - 1. (Note Pa = b,, for  
d = 1 , . . . ,  1. Note  also that, if 9/~ = gn( J ;  - 9 .), then b~ =j.)  
(xiv) qd is the in tegersuch  that aa = Otqd for d = 1, . . . .  I. (Part (e) of the lemma be low 
will show that A is a subsequence of A.) 
LEMMA l 1. The following relations occur among the objects defined above. 
(a) I~Ittl = i for i = 1, .... , n; in particular, air is discrete. 
(b) fix(~,,) -< a- f ix( , I , , ) ,  and fix('I',+0 - f i x (~, )  = (o~+~, o~,+,_~, . . , o,~+~) fo r  i = 
1, . . . ,  n -1 .  (Note that f i x (~+l ) -  f i x (~ i )  is a decreasing sequence from ~ of length 
at most 2.) 
(e) Ha is (~w~)o)~-irreducible for d =0,  1 , . . . ,  I. 
( d) f i .X ( I Id -O "< f~ -- f iX ( I Id -~) ,  and  ~d = min(O-  fix(IIa_~) for d - 1 , . . . ,  I. 
(e) A is a subsequence of A. 
(f) If=(n:)l = h+:+,- for d = 0 , . . . ,  l. 
(g) no  = ~to,~(~.). 
(h) I Id = (~,r for d = 1 . . . .  , I. 
(i) l'I t is discrete. 
PROOF. Part (a) fol lows immediately f rom Definit ion 27(i), and part  (b) follows f rom 
Definition 28(i). Part (c) is an immediate consequence of  Definitions 27(ii), 28(vii), and 
28(x), and the first assert ion in part (d) fol lows f rom part  (b) and the fact that I Id - i  = ~nd 
t Note that this condition implies that, if 9~ = ~. j  and if 9~i splits a two-element cell {a, T} of ~]P'~, then 
a < 7 in s It might seem more natural to define < so that p < r exactly when ft precedes v in f ix(~+l), 
but then the implication above would not hold unless ~,~.j were redefined as 8n(j; II j-{a}) rather than 
8n(j; IIjc~{a}) (or unless I itself were redefined). However, this might adversely affect performance, as 
computations may be more efficient when elementary ~-refinements produce new cells that are small. 
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(Definition 28(x)). For the second assertion in (d), note that ~I~.~+ 1 =~a,p~(qlt.~)< alr
by Definitions 27, 28(vii), and 28(x), and consequently that &d efix(al[t.~+l)--fix(aIt.d). 
Then it follows from Definition 28(i) that ~a = min(f~ - f ix (W.~))  = min(~- f ix ( I Id_ l ) )  , 
as required for part (d). (If [fix(~It.d+l)--fix(~.~)[ = 1, the first equality is an immediate 
consequence of 28(i(a)). If ] f ix(~, ,+~)- f ix(~,~) l=2,  then let f ix(~1,~_~)- f ix(~,~)= 
{ka, y}; by the definition of ~,.pd,  {~a} is the last cell of ~,~-1; hence 
Celllndexq, +,(~a)> CellIndex,.d+,(Y), and it follows from Definition 28(i(b)) that t~d "< 
3,. Thus again kd = min(l~--f ix(~,a)).)  For part (e), note that parts (c) and (d), Lemma 
10, and Lemma 4 imply that 
~a = min( ~ - f ix(I Ia_l) ) = min( l) - f ix (  G~(rt~_~)) ) = min( ~-  fix( G~ ..... ,)) 
for some i; then by Definition 7, ~a = a~+1. For part (f), note that, by part (e), t~a+a = o~u+, =
tOh, ; then part (d) implies that fx (Ha)  ={wl , . . . ,  tOh~d+,-l} and hence that [ f i x (na) ]  = 
hq,~+~ L 1. Parts (g) and (h) follow from Definition 28(x) and 28(xi), while part (i) is a 
consequence of part (a) and 28(x). 
Given an ~-base ~,  all of the quantities in Definition 28 are readily computable and 
easily stored. (Compact methods of storing partition stacks were developed by McKay 
(1978, 1981) and will be discussed in Part II of this paper (Leon, in preparation).) 
Hence we assume that, once ~ has been constructed, they are available and may be 
referenced conveniently. 
Figure 3 gives an example of an 91-base for a set stabilizer problem in the group of 
Figure 2. 
DEFINITION 29. Let ~t = (921,... , 2I,_t) be an 9Lbase for G, and let (/~a,...,/3j), where 
j-< I, be a sequence from 12. For i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, we define 
9~...t~ = ~, ,~d, ,~ if i = n a for some d with d <-j (Note 9~ = @~,.~,a in this case), 
[2~ if i~{n~ . . . .  , n~}. 
From Definition 29, we obtain immediately: 
L~MMA 12. If d~{O, 1,...,l} and if na<-i<-n-1,  then 9.I~,'"~2 v''9~ . . .9~ ~'''~ is a 
(~  ^  Se(~,,....~).(~ . ....~))-refinement process on G. In particular, ~Ro~ ,,~,,p,~ . . .  ~ ~j~,~,~Ra 
is a ( ff~ ^  5e(~....,&~.(~,...,~)-refinement process on G. 
The key properties of an ~-base, upon which the backtrack algorithms will be based, 
are as follows. Note that parts (b) and (c) below present essentially the same information, 
'phrased in terms of (Ho , . . . ,  II~) in part (b) and in terms of (~ , . . .  ,~ , )  in part (e). 
PROPOSITION 7.  Let ~ll = (~,  . . . ,  92,_~) be an ~-base for G relative to ~. 
(a) Given ([31,...,  I~)~ fl ~, there exists at most one element g of G~ such that 
( ~ ,  . . . , k,)s = (13~ . . . .  , fl,). I f  G~, is a subgroup of G, then A is a base for O~; in 
fact, s  A*(G~,-<). 
(b) I f  g exists in part (a), and if ~2o,... , ~ are defined by 
~o=~o,~(I . ) ,  ~=(~O,,.~R~,n)(~o) . . . .  , Zt=(~,.o,9~.n)(~t_~), (6.4) 
then II~ =~afor  d =0, . . . ,  l, and the following hold: 
(i) ~x(Xa)~fix(rla)~for d =0 . . . .  , I. 
(ii) fld ~ Y'a-~,~, for d = 1 , . . . ,  I. 
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(iii) SplitSize~(9to, In) = a0, and SplitSizeR(~d,pd~d, ~! a-1) = adfor d = 1 , . . . ,  L 
(Note that, in view of Definition 8(d), this condition is equivalent to IlII  II = 
II:S  II fo r  d =0 . . . .  , l.) 
(iv) ~l is discrete, and g is determined uniquely by the equation II~ =~,j. 
(e) I f  g exists in part (a), and if Yb . . . ,  Y ,  are defined by 
Y l=Ia  and Yi+~ =~'"~d(Y i ) ,  where d is maximal 
(6.5) 
subject o nd <-- i, for i = 1 , . . . ,  n -- 1, 
then alt~ =Y~for  i = 1 , . . . ,  n, and the following hold: 
(i) fix(Y,) ~ fix(alti)C~ for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
(ii) /3d ~ Y,~,p~ for d = 0 , . . . ,  I. 
(iii) IY,,, I -- a,_, fo r  i = 2 . . . .  , n. 
(iv) Y,  is discrete, and g is determined uniquely^by the equation aIt~ = Y,. 
(Note that ~d and Y~ (ha + 1 <-- i <-- ha+l) depend only on #~, . . . ,  fla.) 
PROOF. Assume g~G~ with (t~l , . . . , t~)g=(/3i  . . . .  ,fl~). Trivially aIt~=Y 1. If i e  
{2 , . . . ,  n}, let d be maximal subject o na <- i. Since (~  ^  6e(~,....~a).~,....~,,))(g) holds and 
since ~"a~'"~. . .9~f i ' i '~  is a (~^Se~ ...... ~),~ ...... ~,)-refinement process on G, it 
follows that xIt~---Y~. This proves part (c) except for (c(iv)). (Note (c(iii)) uses (6.1).) 
Consider the special case in which i = n. As ~It, is discrete, g is uniquely determined, 
and g can exist only if Y, is discrete. This proves part (c(iv)), and it demonstrates 
uniqueness of  g in part (a). Suppose that G~, is a subgroup of G and that A does not 
contain A(G~, <) as a subsequence. Since both ~ and A(G~, <) are increasing subsequen- 
ces of 12, there must exist ~ ~A(G@, <) such that o~ A. Let j be maximal subject to 
dj-1 < o~. (If  R< &~, then j=  1). By Definition 7, there must exist g E G~, such that 
(~a, . . . ,  " g ^ ~ ^ ., ~ ^ ~2_~) =(a~, . . . ,  oq_~) but 8g#a.  Part (c) with (~1,-. f i~- l ) - (a l , . . . ,aq -0  
and i = n2 implies that g fixes ~,~ = II2_t and hence that g fixesfix(II j_0. But then Lemma 
11(d) and the fact that 8 ~ A implies that a > aj, contrary to the choice ofj. This completes 
the proof  of (a). As remarked above, part (b) is merely part (c) rephrased in terms of 
( I l l , . . . ,  IIt) and (~, . . . ,  s (Note (b(iii)) uses (6.2).) 
COROLLARY. 
PROOF.  By conditions (b(ii)) and (b(iii)) above, once /31,-..,/~a-1 have been chosen, 
there are only IN.d_1 pa I = t IId-a,p~l alternatives for /3d, d = 1 , . , . ,  l; hence there are only 
1 I-Id=~ IIIa-~,pa I alternatives for (/3~,..., fl,), The corollary then follows immediately from 
part (a) above. 
COROLLARY. I f  ~ is such that Go: is a subgroup of G, then Aa(G~,A)c_Fld-l,p~ for  
d = 1 , . . . ,  1. I f~ ,  ~L, and ff~R are as described for coset-type problems in section 2 and if 
all elementary ~-refinements in ~t are obtained as in Notation 3, then Aa ( G~ L, A) ~- Hd-i.pa 
fo rd=l , . . . , l .  
PROOF. Consider the first assertion. Let Y~ Ad(G~,-~). Then there exists g~ Ge, such 
that (a l l , . . . ,  '~a-1, ~d)S = (~,  . . . ,  P~d-l, Y). The partition ~d-1 in Proposition 7(b) equals 
IIa_x by Lemma l l (g)  and l l (h)  and by (6.4). Then Proposition 7(b(ii)) with T replacing 
/3a tells us that 3' ~ IIa-l,pd. Thus s (G~, ,~)~ IIa-~.pd. To prove the second assertion, we 
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f~, G, x, and y are as in Figure 2. The problem is to compute GA. where A = {2, 3, 4, 7, 9}. 
The property ~ is chosen as SeA, and the family ~1 of elementary ~-refinement processes is selected as 
{~A.h[h~glo}. (See Example t.) For our ~R-base ~,  we may use (9~ t. . . . .  929), where 9~ t. . . .  ,9~ o and 
~/~ . . . .  , W~o are as below. (The partitions O(Gy=r needed to compute s o.,~,~.l (m = 3 , . . . ,  9) using 
Definition 18 are also shown. Note that the permutation t of Definition 18 is always 1~ here.) 
q~t = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) 
q~2= (1, 5, 6, 8, 1012, 3, 4,7, 9) 
q*3 = (5, 6, 8, 1012, 3, 4 ,7 ,9t l )  
~,=(5, 6, 8, 1012,3,71114,9) 
~s--(5, 6, 812, 3,71 ~ 14, 9110) 
W6= (6, 812, 3, 71114, 911015) 
gr7 = (612, 3, 71114, 9110{518) 
9 's = (613, 71114, 9110151812) 
~9- -  (6171114,911015181213) 
aI,,o = (6171119110151812[314) 
Now 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 
(xi) 
(xii) 
(xiii) 
9~ 2 = ~,~ 
9~4 = ~ c;.*,,~,3 
9~ 6 = ~3 c~,~,e.t,3 
~9 = 9 C~,'tr9.4,4 
O(G1) = (112, 3, 5, 6, 7, 814, 9, 10) 
O(G~) = (1 [2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 814,9, 10) 
O(Gz:o) = (112, 3, 6, 814, 9]5, 7l 10) 
O(O,:o.s) = (112, 613, 814, 91517110) 
O(G6.,.to.s,8)-- (11213141516171819110) 
O(G6.~.~o.5. ) = (11213141516171819110) 
O(G6,7j,,o,...) = (1 [2[3141516171819110) 
< is defined by 1<10<5<8<6<2<3<7<4<9.  
~01=1, ~2~-.10, ~o3=5 , etc. 
k=4 and A~ f (a l , . . .  , r = (1, 10, 5, 8). 
(ht,... 9 h4) = (1, 2, 3, 4); also ho=0 and hs--- 11. 
(ft . . . . .  flo) = (0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10); also fo = 0. 
S = {s I. . . . .  s4}, where st --- (2 6)(3 8)(4 9), s2 = (2 3)(5 7)(6 8), 
s3 = (2 6 5)(3 8 7)(4 9 10), s 4 = (1 10)(2 8)(4 5)(7 9). 
l-- 1, and (n t) = (1); also no = 0 and n2 = I0. 
~.~ (,~,) = (1). 
p l= l .  
Iio = (1 , 5,6, 8, 1012,3,4,7,9) and II, =(61711 [91101518121314 ). 
~o=9~1 and ~z =9-1a~a-.. ~o- 
ao ~f (al) = (5) and at d~r (a2, 9 . . ,  ag) = (1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1). 
(b l , . . .  , bg) .~ (1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 4). 
(xiv) ql = 1. 
The basic orbits, Scbreier vectors, and coset representatives for G relative to A and S are: 
Al~{l,2 ..... I0}, VI=(--Is3sjS3S4SlS4S4S|S4), 
A2= {4, 9, 10}, v2= ( -1  s 3 s3 s3 -3 sl s2 sl sl -2 ) ,  
A 3 = {5, 7}, v3 = ( -1 s 2 s I -5  -3  s 2 s2 -4  s 1 -2),  
A4 = {3, 8), v 4 = ( -1 st Sl -7  -3 -5  -6  -4  S1-2), 
ul(1) = la ,  u1(7) = (1 7)(2 9)(4 6), 
u~(2) = (1 2 1047)(3 6 9 8 5), u~(8) = (1 8 49 2)(3 67 10 5), 
u~(3) = (1 3 8 7)(2 10 4 5)(6 9), u~(9) = (1 9 8 2 7 10)(4 6 5), 
u~(4) = (1 4 2 7 10)(3 g 6 5 9), ut(10)= (1 10)(2 8)(4 5)(7 9), 
ut(5) = (1 5 7)(2 9 3)(4 8 6), u2(4) = (2 6 5)(3 8 7)(4 9 10), 
u~(6) = (1 6 47)(2 109 3)(5 8), U2(9) = (5 6)(7 8)(9 10), 
u2(10 ) = la ,  
u3(5) = ln. 
u~(7) = (2 3)(5 7)(6 8), 
u4(3) --- (2 6)(3 8)(4 9), 
u4(8)  = l~a. 
Figure 3. An example of an 91-base. 
merely replace G@ by G@ L and replace each ~-refinement ~= (at, ~R) in 9t by the 
symmetric ~L-refinement @L (which equals ~1 of Notation 3) in the argument above. 
In view of the last corollary, we shall refer to I'Id--l.pd as the dth basic cell; it must 
contain the dth basic orbit of G~,. 
Note that the proof of Proposition 7 is constructive: Given (p~, . . . , /3~ it suggests an 
algorithm for determining if there exists g ~ O~, such that (~, . . . ,  ~)g = (/3~,...,/31) and, 
if so, for constructing  explicitly even without a strong generating set for G,. We merely 
perform the computations in (6.4) above; if ~t turns out to be non-discrete, then g does 
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not exist; otherwise the equation II~ = X~ determines a unique permutation x, and g exists 
(and equals x) if and only if ~(x)  holds. 
7. Backtracking with Partitions and Refinements 
This section develops the backtrack algorithms for computing G~, assuming that an 
~R-base ~ = (9~a . . . .  ,9~n_1) for G is already known. Techniques for ~-base construction 
will be discussed in section 8. 
In section 6, we demonstrated that, given an ~-base and given ( i l l , . . . , /~)  e ~1 ~, it is 
feasible to determine whether there exists an element g of G~ such that (&~,... ,  &~)g = 
(/3~, 9 9 9 For an effeetivebacktrack algorithm, however, we must be able to determine 
efficiently^ that i-tuples (/31, ...,/3~) with i< l  cannot be extended to l-tuj~les 
A ~ A .~ A 
( /31 , . . . , /3 , . . . ,  i) in (a~, . . . ,a~ . . . .  ,&~)a~, or equivalently, that (/31 . . . .  ,fl~)~ 
(a l , .  9  ~;)c~, We cannot, in general, expect o rule out all i-tuples (/31, 9 ..,/3;) that have 
no extensions, but effectiveness of the backtrack technique depends on our ability to 
eliminate a high percentage of them even when i is considerably smaller than I. 
We may proceed as follows. Using (6.4), we compute successively ~o, ;E~ . . . .  , ~ .  After 
computing ~a-~ (1-----d-----i), we check whether l~d ~ Ea- l .w ;  if not, we terminate the 
calculation immediately, as Proposition 7(b(ii)) guarantees that (/31' . . . .  /~a)~ 
(~1, . . . ,  &d) ~ and hence that (/~1,..., ~)~ (~1, . . . ,  ~i) ~ .  If/3a e Yd-1.Vo, We proceed 
to calculate ]~d using (6.4), and then we check whether Sp l i tS i zeR(~.p~ta ,  ~d_~)=an 
and whether f i x (~Ea)~f iX ( I Id )O;  if either condition fails, we terminate the calculation 
immediately, as Proposition 7(b(iii)) or 7(b(i)) implies that ( f ib . . - , /~a)~ (a~, 9 9 9 &n)o,. 
In order to check whether f iX(~,d) ~f iX ( I Ia )  ~, we attempt o construct a permutation 
t'a in G such that f i x (Ha)  tg =f ix (~a)  (and, in particular, such that (~, . . . ,  &a) ~ = 
( /3b- . . , /~a)) ;  the construction will succeed exactly when f iX (~d)e f ix ( I Ia )  a. We may, 
of course, take advantage of  the fact that we have already verified that f ix(~a; - t )  
f iX( I Id_a)  ~ (unless d =0)  and constructed a permutation ~'a_t such that f ix( I Ia_~) ~-t = 
f ix (~a_~) .  Since 
f i x ( r Ia_~)  =(to~, . . . ,  ~Oh~ _~) and f i x ( I Id )  ~-- (to~, . .. , O~h, -~, O~h~, . . . , ~Oh~,§ -~) 
by Lemma 11, parts (d) and (f), and since we already have available the strong generating 
set S ~r S(G, -<) for G relative to the base A% ~ A(G, <)  by Definition 28(iii) and 28(vi), 
it is straightforward to determine i f f i x (~d)~f ix ( I Ia )  ~ and, if so, to construct ~'a using 
the techniques of section 4. As f i x (Ha) - f i x (Ha_~) - -~ (tOh~ . . . .  , ~0h~§ -~) is ordered such 
that 
aq~ < 12q~ ( G, A )  - {aq~} "< aq~ < 12q~(  G, A)  - {aq~+~} <.  9 9 
by Definitions 7 and 28(xiv), t'd (if it exists) must be obtainable as 
= Uqa+l--l(~q,~+,--l)''" Uqa+l(t~qa+l)llqri(~qd) ~--1 
for points ~,  8~i  . . . .  ,8qa§ of hq~ (G, A), hq~(G,  A) , . . . ,  h~a,,_~(G, A), respectively, 
computed using (4.1). If, for any m ~ {qa, qd + 1, . . . ,  qd+~ -- 1}, either the point 8,1 calcu- 
lated using (4.1) lies outside Am(G, A), or the action of urn(B, , ) . . ,  uq~.~(Sq~_~)Uq~(~q~)t~a_~ 
on ~, , (G,  A) -{am} differs from the action that ?a must have on I~,~(G, A)-{cem} (as 
determined by the equation . f ix( I Ia)  ~ =fiX(~;,d)), then f iX (~a)~f iX ( I Id )  ~ We may also 
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assume, in checking whether fiX(~a)EfiX(IId) c, that we have already verified that 
SplitSizeR(~r ~d-1) = ad and hence that I1~ 11 = IlIi~ II. 
Figure 4 gives an algorithm implementing the process described above. The algorithm 
is presented as a function ~d(G, ~l, ~,a!, returning an element of Sym*(O); it returns a 
permutation td in G such that fix(Ha) ~ =fix(~a), iffix(~,d)~fiX(IId) ~ and it returns 
O otherwise. The main loop (lines 9-22) is traversed once for each point toy offix(IIa) - 
fix(IIa_~). Lines 10-11 use the equationfix(IId) ta =fix(~a) to determine the point 7/: to 
which ~'a must map to:; note that [Y.d,~[ = l in line 11 since II]gall = IlIIdtl. Lines 12-21 
then check whether an element o f  G can map to: to V: while still mapping (o~ . . . . .  o~:_~ 
to the previously-determined points ~7~ . . . .  , ,/:_~. At all times, m is such that am is the 
next element of A following to: in fL 
DEFIN IT ION 30. If ~a is an ordered partition of f~ for which II all = Ilrla II, then 
~a(G, ~, ~,a) denotes the element of Syrn*(~) returned by the function in Figure4. If 
ll d II ~ lind 11, then td(G, ~l, ~a) is defined to be O. 
Note that, for d < I, ta (G, 9,I, ~d) need not map Ha to ~d even if ~a EII  a ~ 
1. function "?a(G, ~l, ~,a) return element_of_Sym*(f~); 
2. begin 
3. if d = 0 then 
4. ~':= la; 
5. else 
6. t:=fa_l(G, gll,~,a_~);t 
7. end if; 
8. m :=qa-1;  
9. for f := h~d to hqa+,- 1 loop 
10. j := Celllndexn~ ( to f ); 
11. ~Tf: = elt(Ea.i); 
12, if f=  hm+l then 
13. rn:= re+l ;  
14. if ~?f eA, . (G,A)  then 
15. ~:=Um(G,A,'qf )t; 
16. else 
17. return O; 
18. end if; 
19. elslf w :~ r/f then 
20. return 0;  
21. end if; 
22. end loop; 
23. return ~'; 
24. end t'a; 
t Here ~a-1 is defined by '~a-l,~ = [..J{Zd, 111 --<j--< [2gall, l'Ia, j c_ lIa_t.i} for i = 1 . . . . .  [Ha-l[, (Note that 
this definition of :~a-t is consistent with (6,4),) Although the function t'a is presented recursively, in fact 
td_ ~ will already have been computed when its value is referenced, If td-t returns ~,  then t a should 
return 0,  although in practice we shall never invoke t'a in this case. 
Figure 4, Computation of t'a (G, ~l, Za)- 
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Now we are ready to formalize the backtrack procedure. In view of Proposition 7, 
parts (a) and (b), with any group G, any family 91 of elementary ~-refinement processes 
on G, and any ~ll-base ~,  we associate a tree Ta~.~ of height at most It in which each 
node at depth d (O<_d<_l) is labelled by a triple ((/3t . . . . .  [3a),~d, ta), where 
( f i t , . . . ,  fla) ~ ~ , ~d ~ Partn(f~), and td ~ O~ {~}, as follows: 
DEFINITION 31. The labelled tree T~,~,,~ is defined as follows: 
(i) I f  SplitSizes(gto, Ia) # ao or if to(G, ~1, ~o.a(In)) =~,  then To.~.~ is empty; other- 
wise the root of TG~,~ is labelled by ((), I~o, to), where ( ) is the empty sequence, 
I;o = 9to,~(Ia), and to = t'o(G, ~I, I~o). 
(ii) For 1 <--- d <- I, the children of the node at depth d - 1 labeled by ((/~,,...,/3~a_,), 
l~a-~, t~_,) are exactly the nodes labelled ( ( i l l , ' ' . ,  fld--1, fld), ~d, fa), where l~a = 
(~a,.pdg~d,a)(If, d--~) and tad = fd(O,~,If, d), for which the following hold: fld 
~'d--~,~d, SplitSizen(~d.p~,~,Ild-~)=ad, and fa~.  The children are arranged A 
from left to right in order of increasing/3d. 
We will use the notation n ~ ( (~ . . . .  , ~a), l~d, ~'d) to signify that n is a node at depth 
d in To.m.~ labelled by ((/31 . . . .  , Old), ~d, td). Note that n may be viewed as corresponding 
to a (possibly empty) subset Nd (n) of G~ defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 32. I fn  ~ ((/3a, 9 9 9 fla), ~,d, td), then Nd(n) denotes {g e G~ [(al . . . .  , ~a) ~ = 
( /~ , . . . ,  ~ 9 
Proposition 7(b) insures that any element g of Ge~ lies in Nd(n) for exactly one node n 
at depth d (0_< d ~ 1); if g e Nd(n), where n ~ ((/31 . . . .  ,/3d), l~d, td), then g must map 
Ha to l~d. Consider a leaf node r t -  ((/~1, 9 9 9 E~, ~'z) at depth I. By Proposition 7(a), 
IN~(n)[~ 1. I f  Nl(n)r162 then Lemma 11(i), Proposition 7(b(iv)), and the fact that 
fix(II~) r~ =fix(:El) tells us that Nt(n)---{~'t}. Thus, to determine Nt(n) exactly, we need 
merely check whether ~(~'~) holds. 
It follows that we may enumerate the elements of Ge by performing backtrack search 
in the tree TG,~,~. Specifically, we perform a depth-first traversal of TG,~,~. We initialize 
a list ~- of  elements of  G~ to the empty list, and we attempt to start the traversal of Ta~.~ 
at the root, computing its label (() ,  ~o, ~'0). IfSplitSizen(9to, In) ~ ao or ~'0= ~,  then T6.~.~ 
is empty, and we are done; Oe~ = ~. Nowsupposethat  we have reached a node n at depth 
d- l (d<l )  and computed its label ((/31,.. . ,~d_l), l~d-1, ~-1). The children of n in 
To.~.~ correspond to a subset of l~d_~.p~, so for each point/3d of ~Zd_l,pd , we attempt o 
compute the label ( (~ , . . . , /~a) ,  l~a, t'd) of the possible child node corresponding to/3a, 
using the formulas Ed = (~fld,pd~d,R)(~d--1) and td = ~d(G, ~.[, ~d).  If 
SplitSizea(~d.p,,9~d, a- l )  =ad and fa(G, 9I, ~d) ~ ~,  (7.1) 
then we descend from rt to the child node determined by /~d, and repeat his process. 
Otherwise, there is no child for this choice of/3d, SO we proceed to the next alternative 
for/3d, or backtrack to the parent of n if there are no more alternatives. When a leaf 
node is reached and not pruned, we check whether ~(f~) holds; if so, we append f~ to 
the list L of elements of Ge~. 
~" Normally the height is I, but it may be less if G~ is empty. 
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When the traversal is complete, g_ will be a list of  the elements of G~. If  we employ a 
preorder traversal o f  TQ,~,~ in the backtrack algorithm, the elements o f  G~ will appear  
in ascending order (relative to the ordering < in the ~-base ~) .  
The procedure Enumerate_E lements  outlined in Figure 5 performs backtrack search 
for elements of  G~ in To,~.~, as described above, using a preorder traversal. Note  that 
it does not require that G~ be a subgroup of G; in fact, the subset of  G~ of  G need 
have no special structure, and it may be empty. In Figure 5, the main procedure Enumer .  
ate_Elements  constructs an ~-base (the procedure Construct_gLbase will be given in 
section 8) and then, in lines 5 and 6, attempts to compute the label o f  the root. Assum- 
ing that the tree turns out to be non-empty, Enumerate_E lements  then invokes the 
recursive procedure Preorder_Traversal(1) to complete the traversal. In  general, 
INPUT 
G: A permutation group on ~, given by strong generating set S relative to base A, 
~: A property, 
91: A family of elementary ~-refinement processes on G. 
OUTPUT 
L: A list containing exactly the elements of G~, arranged in ascending order (relative to the ordering 
< in the 91-base that the algorithm constructs). 
ALGORITHM 
Invoke the procedure Enumerate_Elements(G, ff~  91, L) below. The procedure Construct_91-base will 
be given in Figure 10. 
1. procedure Enumerate_Elements(G, ff~91, n.); 
2. begin 
3. Construct_91-base( G, 91, ~[); 
4. L := empty list; 
5. Xo:= ~to,~(In); 
6. if SplitSizeR(~o, In) = ao and ( t'o ~r t'o(G, ~1, •o)) ~ ~ then 
7. Preorder_ Tra versal ( 1 ); 
8. end if; 
9. end Enumerate_Elements; 
I. procedure Preorder_ Traversal( d); 
2. begin 
3. Fd := Ed-l,pd'~ 
4. while Fd # 0 loop 
5. /3d :----- min(Fd); Fd := ra -{/3a}; 
6a. :Xd := ~d,a(~$~,ed(Xd--t)); 
6b. if SplitSizer~(~a,,a[Rd,~,d_t)=ad and (~d ~ f ~d(G, ~,~d) )#~ then 
7, If d < l then 
8. Preorder_ Traversal( d + 1); 
9. elsif ~(~'l) then 
10. Append t't to H.; 
11. end if; 
12. end if; 
13. end loop; 
14. end Preorder_Traversal; 
Figure 5. Depth-first search using partitions. 
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Preorder_Traoersal(d) handles all the children at depth d of the "current" (i.e. most 
recently processed) node p at depth d - 1, whose label is ((fl~, . . . , /~a- l ) ,  ~a-~, t~-l). In 
l ine 3, it records the set Fd of alternatives for /3d ; it then makes one pass through the 
main loop (lines 4-13) for each such /3d. Lines 6a and 6b attempt to construct the label 
A 
of  the possible child node n corresponding to /3d. If (7.1) holds, the child node exists, 
and Preorder_Traversal calls itself recursively (line 8) to complete the traversal of the 
subtree of To,~.~ rooted at n, unless d = l, in which ease it is necessary merely to check 
whether ~(~'l) holds (line 9) and, if so, to append ~t to L. 
Actually, the computations on lines 6a and 6b of Preorder_ Traversal are not performed 
as two distinct operations carried out in sequence; rather portions of each computation 
are intermingled. (This is the motivation for numbering the lines as 6a and 6b.) Detailed 
implementation of these lines will be discussed later. 
One potential disadvantage of the algorithm of Figure 5 is that it constructs every 
element of G~ and hence it is feasible only when I~1 is small (although }G] may be 
large). Without any assumptions of special structure for the subset G@ of G, we cannot 
expect to do better. However, in the case of subgroup-type problems or coset-type 
problems, it is unnecessary, and usually undesirable, to generate a complete list of  
elements. 
Consider first subgroup-type problems. For these problems, our elementary ~- 
refinement processes will be symmetric by Lemma 6. It will suffice to construct a strong 
generating set S={g~ . . . .  , gin} for G.@ relative to some base. It will be convenient to 
construct the strong generating set S(G~, <) relative to the base A ~ A*(G~, <) associated 
with the 91-base ~. 
Assume at first that we perform a preorder traversal of To,~.~, so that we encounter 
elements of Gv in ascending order. Suppose, at some time during the backtrack procedure, 
we have already found {~, . . . ,  ~}. Then we are searching for ~+~ d~j min(G~ -K) ,  where 
K = ~s~,.. . ,  s#). In particular, sj+~ = rmn(K~+~K). Thus a node n at depth d may be 
pruned provided that we can determine that {g ~ Na(n)lg = min(KgK)} = r The following 
result, which generalizes conditions derived by Sims (197 la;  1971 b) for an element o 
be minimal in a left or right eoset, provides necessary conditions, practical to test, for 
an element o minimal in its double coset. Actually, the result is applicable to all three 
types of problems defined in section 2, as it assumes only that G~ is a subgroup of G 
or that ~, ~ ,  and ~n are as in section 2(ii). (In the latter case, we assume that 9t is 
constructed as in Notation 3 of section 6.) 
PROPOSITION 8. Let g~ G~, let ( f i~, . . . ,  f31) = (61 . . . .  , ~t) g, and let ~o , . . . ,  Zt and 
Y1, . . . ,  Y ,  be as in (6.4) and (6.5). I f  K and M are subgroups of G~ (or if K and M are 
subgroups of  G~ L and (7~n, respectively, in the event that @, ~L, and ~R are as in section 
2(ii)), and if  d ~ {1 , . . . ,  l}, then followin~ are necessary conditions for g = rain (KgM): 
( i )  or&, . . . .  .,(/~d) < - -  I~ , , - , , , , . , l - l a , , (g ,  A ) I+ I .  
(ii) For each i, 1 <- i <- d, for which dd ~ A~(K, A). 8, -< min(fl~r..~,-,). (Note that, in 
particular, it is always true that fld = min(~B,-.~.,-L).) 
(iii) For each i with 1 <- i <- d and each j with 1 <-j <- IHd l, 
[A,( K, A) nrla, jl <- l( Y e :~,,jlO, <- min( T ~.',-,)}l. 
( Th e in equality above also holds if II d and ~,~ are replaced by xlt t, and Y h, respectively, 
where nd+ 1 <-- h <_ na+a.) 
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PROOF. First note that Proposition 7(b) and 7(c) tell us that II~ =Xd and ~I~'g =Yh for 
all d and h. Assume g = min(KgM). 
For part (i), we note that, since^g = min(Kg), a result in Sims (1971b) tells us that 
[3a = min(Ad (K, A)g). Since Ad (K~ A) __ lia-Lp~ by the second corollary to Proposition 7, 
Ad(K, A)g ~ Y'd-l,pd. Thus Ad(K, A)g --{/~d} ~{Y ~ Xd-I,p d ~/~ ~d}, and part(i)  holds.  
For parts (ii) and (iii), let m = A~(K, A) c~ IId.j, and let A~(K, A) n I Id j  ={a~' , . . . ,  a~',), 
....'-_ " ' " ' -=  . ---!i -^  - . - =. . . . .  -- any 
(A~(K, A) ~ lid./) __q {~/e 5".a.~.1~3 ~ _ min(y~.$,-O}. (7.2) 
(The set on the left equals {y l , . . . ,  ym} and that on the right contains {y~,. . . ,  ym}.) Part 
(iii) now follows by taking cardinalities of both sides of equation (7.2). Moreover, since 
the only property of IIa and ~a used in deriving (7.2) was IIw = Xn, we may replace IIa 
and ~d by aIrh and Yh To show part (ii), set j  such that &d e l ia j .  If a~a ~ A~(K,,~), then 
/3d is contained in the left side of (7.2), and hence m the nght stde. Thus /3~ - " (/3d "'" '-  ). 
Note that Proposition 8 y)elds useful informat~n only when d ~ ~(,~,, g) and, for parts 
(ii) and (iii), when i - -~(A,  g). Also, if h = ~(A, g), then the proposition gives exactly 
the same information with the pair K and M of subgroups as with the pair K oh) and M cs). 
Thus, for subgroup-type problems, we modify the backtrack search algorithm of Figure 
5 so that a node n at depth d is pruned immediately if we can determine that {g c Nd (n)Ig = 
min(KgK)}=O, where again K =(~1,. . . ,  ~), using Proposition 8. Figure 6 contains the 
backtrack search algorithm incorporating this modification, as well as a few others to be 
discussed. Assuming that W = 0, where W is an input parameter to be discussed later, 
the algorithm constructs S(G~, <); at any time during its execution, S denotes the prefix 
of S(G~, <) constructed up to that time, and K denotes (S). Lines 4, 6, and 7b of 
procedure Preorder_Traversal implement criteria (i), (i i), and (iii) of Proposition 8, 
respectively. Line 1 1 checks that ~'~ # 1~ before adding ~'t o S, since always in ~ $(G~, <). 
Note that addition of t~ to ~ in line 12 implies reconstruction of the basic orbit Ah (K, A) 
and Schreier vector vh, where h = Sf(~, ~t), associated with A, and S. Lines 13-15 perform 
further pruning of  the backtrack search tree after a new strong generator ~+~ for Ge, has 
A A . 
been added to S, say, while processing leaf node n ~ ((il l,...,/31), Xt, ~'l). Conslder the 
next element ~+2 of S(G~, <), for which we are now searching. Let h ~(~,  ~+~!, and 
let (,/~ . . . .  , Yz) = (a~, . . . ,  a~)%~. Bythe first corollary toProposition 3, Yh ~ a<, e' ..... J+'>; in 
9 ^ "~ < t d  9  ~ 9 ~ >.  . A N J  particular, Yh # O0,. AS h - h = .~(A, sj+l) (since sj+2 sj+l), it follows that sj+2~ h,(a), 
where a is the ancestor of n at depth h'. For this reason, lines 13-15 prune the yet- 
untraversed portion of the subtree of Ta.m.~ rooted at a. 
The modifications described above actually guarantee S = S(G~, < ) upon termination 
of the algorithm. Clearly no element of S(G~e, <) can be removed from the tree through 
pruning, but we must demonstrate that pruning prevents any element of O~ -S (G~,  <) 
from being added to S. Suppose an element ~ of G~-S(Ge~, <) is added, say at leaf 
node rt~((/3,, . . . , /Dt),Xl,  t'l). Then ~= t't. Let j  be such that ~_t<~<~,  and let h= 
~(A,  s). Then (~, , . . . ,  s~_,) _ G~ A'h). Line 11 of procedure Preorder_ Traversal guarantees 
that ~ ln , so  h -< I. It follows immediat~y from Definition 7 that [e  <Sl,.. 9 ~z-t). Thus 
~h =/~-  ~ fl~'""~-'>, and consequently fl~ ...... ~-'>= ~<h~'""'~ -.>_ 6~ ~d' ~=A~(G~, A). Since 
t~h = min(Ah(G~, A)), it must hold that ~s = min(fl<htW'"t~-'>). Line 6 of Preorder_Traversal 
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INPUT 
~: A permutation group on II, given by strong generating set S O relative to base Ao, 
~:  A property such that G~, is a subgroup of G, 
91: A family of symmetric elementary ~-refinement processes on G, 
W: A strong generating set relative to the base Ao for 
a (possibly trivial) known subgroup L of G~. 
OUTPUT 
~: An ~R-base for G, including all the associated quantities of Definition 28, 
g: A strong generating set for G~. relative to base A= (61,.--, 6~) associated with ~t. 
If ILl = 1, then g = S(G~, -<). 
ALGORITHM 
Invoke the procedure Compute_Subgroup(G, &, ~R, W, 91, S) below. At any time during the computa- 
tion, K denotes the subgroup of G~, generated by S. 
1. procedure Compute_Subgroup(G, ~,~, IV, 91, S); 
2. begin 
3. Construet_~-base( G, 9l, 91); 
4. Change_Base( W, Ao, ~k); 
5. g := w; ~:= w; w 
6. "s := Iio; ~'o := ln; 
7. Preorder_ Traversal(1); 
8, end Compute_Subgroup; 
1. procedure Preorder_ Traversal( d); 
2. begin 
3. Fd :=~d--t,pd'~ 
4. while Ir,~l >-la,~(~ )1 loop 
S, /~d := rain(re); rd :=r~- ( :~};  
6. if/3, "< min(fl~r.~,-O for each i such that i:~ d and t~ d ~ AI(K, ,~) then 
7a. ~d := ~d(~d.p~(~d--t)); 
7b. if SplitSizeR(~raff~d,~,d_l)=ad and (~dd--*--C ~d(G, 91,1f, d))#O aud 
la,(r., ~.) n nd.jl < I{r ~ :~.jlg, ~ minCe'% ~,-,)}1 for aU i and j 
such that i < d and j-< IIIdl then 
8, if d < 1 then 
9. Insert_Base_Point(R, ]B, d,/~a); 
10. Preorder_ Traversal( d + 1); 
11, elsif ~(~'t) and }'t # In then 
a2. g:=g~{t~}; ~ := g~,; 
13. for j:=.~(,~, ~'~)+1 to I loop 
~.  r~:=~; 
15, end loop; 
16. end if; 
17. end if; 
18. end if; 
19. end loop; 
20. end Preorder_ Traversal; 
Figure 6. Partition backtrack algorithm for subgroup-type computations. 
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A 9 A~ ~ s, A 
in the special case i=d=h implies that 13h=mm(~ ...... ~,-'>) and hence that Ogh"~"f~h, 
contradicting h = s162 ~). 
It is worth noting that the argument above requires that the condition on line 6 of 
Preorder_Traversal (i.e. Proposition 8(ii)) be checked only when i=  d = h, where h is 
minimal subject o /3h  ~ O~h, and that it never equires that the third condition on line 7b 
(i.e. Proposition 8(iii)) be checked. 
In order to check criteria (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 8, we need to know Ka,...a,_,, 
where K denotes (S) and where 1 - i -< d, in lines 6 and 7b of procedure Preorder_ TraversaL 
Thus we require a strong generating set for K relative to art alternate base of the form 
(~1,..., fld-a,...); this is the purpose for B and /~ in Figure 6. Upon entry to Preor- 
der_Traversal(d), .R will be a strong generating set for K relative to the base 13, which 
will have the form (/31 . . . .  ,/~d-l,.. .). In line 9 of Preorder_Traversal, f3 is modified so 
that it will have the form (/3a,...,/~a-a,/3d,...), as required for the recursive call to 
Preorder_ Traversal, and /~ is modified so that it will remain a strong generating set for 
K relative to B. The modifications are performed by a procedure Insert_Base_Point. In 
general, 
Insert_Base_Point(T, B i, ~) (7.3) 
denotes a procedure that accepts as input a group H generated strongly by T relative to 
base B = (/31, 9 . . , /3H,  9 9 .)?; it modifies T and B in order to make B a base of the form 
(/3~,...,/3i-t,/3 . . . .  ), where the second..,  denotes an arbitrary sequence of points, and 
in order that T remain a strong generating set for H relative to the B. This procedure is 
easily implemented using the base-change technique developed by Sims (1971a); a 
description of the method also may be found in Butler & Lam (1985). Note that, when 
a new strong generator t~ for G~ is added to g in line 12, the bases ,~ and B are related 
by ~t~ = 13 (provided that we truncate 13 to length l), so the strong generating set/~ relative 
to B may be taken as ~tt. 
The algorithm in Figure 6 takes advantage of any subgroup L of Ge that may be known 
in advance. (For example, in the problem of computing NG(E), where E is a subgroup 
of (3, L could be chosen as E.) We assume that L is given by a strong generating set W 
relative to the initial base A0 for G; in line 4 of Compute_Subgroup, W is modified in 
order to make it a strong generating set for L relative to the base A for Ge associated 
with the gl-base 91 constructed by ConstructJl-base. The modification is performed by 
a procedure Change_Base(W, A0, A), which may be implemented easily by repeated 
applic~ion of procedure Insert_Base_Point, followed by removal of redundant base points 
not in A. When L is non-trivial, the strong generating set constructed for G~ will not, in 
general, be S(G~, -<), and the argument for correctness presented earlier no longer holds. 
(A more general argument will be presented shortly.) 
Note also that the initializations of ~0 and ~o on line 6 of procedure Compute_Subgroup 
differ from those in Figure 5. This difference results solely from the fact that Figure 6 
deals with symmetric 9~-refinement processes; thus ~0 = IIo and to = la.  
The algorithms in both Figures 5 and 6 perform a preorder traversal of To.~.~t. In 
Figure 5, an arbitrary depth-first traversal could be used, provided we are willing to 
enumerate the elements of G~ m an arbitrary order. In Figure 6, however, an arbitrary 
9 f (Ad)  depth-first traversal will not suffice, as it is essential that elements o G~'  be considered 
"~ Actually, T need not generate H strongly; it will suffice for T to be a generating set for H such that ~ ' 
Lr(B i) generates ~ ' strongly. This fact will be useful when we treat the case in which a non-trivial subgroup t of 
G~ is known in advance. 
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before those of G~-G~ s for d =1 . . . .  , I+1. With this in mind, we define a special 
type of depth-first traversal that is more general than a preorder traversal. 
DEFINITION 33. A leftmost-first (LMF)  traversal of  an ordered tree T is any depth-first 
traversal in which, for d = 1, . . . .  height(T), the leftmost node at depth d in T is processed 
before any other node at depth d. 
Note that the LMF-traversals of T~.~,~ are exactly the depth-first traversals in which all 
elements of  G~ x'a~ are considered before any of Ge, -G~ A'a) for d = 1 , . . . ,  l+ l .  
The algorithm in Figure 6 may be modified to employ an arbitrary LMF-traversal by 
introducing, a new variable r, initialized to l+ 1, whose value at all times will be minimal 
subject o/3~ # k~ ; then line 5 of Preorder_ Traversal is replaced by: 
if r > d and C~a ~ F d then 
/3d := ~a ; 
else 
/3d := any element of Fd for which ord~_,.,d (~a)<---[E d--l,pd l--lad (1(, A,)[+ 1; 
r:= rain(r, d); 
end if; 
(With this modification, we can substitute r for .~97(~, t'l) in line 13.) The algorithm no 
longer constructs S(G~, <), in general, even if the known subgroup L is trivial; however, 
it constructs a strong generating set S for G~ relative to base A that is non-redundant 
(in a sense will be made precise below). Correctness of the modified algorithm (and of 
the original algorithm in the ease that L is non-trivial) is an immediate consequence of 
the proposition that follows. In this proposition, it is more convenient to describe the 
backtrack process in terms of a tree * TG.~.~ that is an extension of T~,~.~; a node at 
depth d - 1 in TG,~., has a child in * ~' To,m,~ for every point/3d in ~a-,,p~ (even those for 
which (7.1) fails), labelled as in Definition 31. Any node of * To,~,~ not in To,~,~ may be 
pruned because (7.1) will fail, although in some cases it may be more convenient to prune 
such nodes using Proposition 8. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let ~ be a property such that G~ is a subgroup of G, let 9t be a family 
of elementary ff~-refinement processes on G, let ~t be an 9l-base for G, and let L be a 
subgroup of G~ given by strong generating set W relative to the base A associated with ~l. 
Let S be a subset of O~ constructed as follows: 
(1) Initialize S to W. 
(2) Perform an LMF-traversal of T *.~.~, processing each node rt ~ ( (~1, . . . , fld), ~ d, t~a ) 
as follows: 
(i) I f  ( 7.1) fails at n or if condition (ii) of Proposition 8fails at rt with i= ~ ( A, ?a ) = d 
and with K = M = (S), then the subtree of  T*.~,~ rooted at rt is pruned. I f  any 
of the three conditions of Proposition 8 fails with K = M = (S), except as above, 
then subtree rooted at rt is optionally pruned. 
(ii) I f  d = i and if n is not pruned by (i) above, then g %f t] is added to S provided 
~(~) holds and provided ~ ~ la.  Following addition of ~ to S, the untraversed 
portion of the subtree of T~.~.~ rooted at a, the ancestor of n at depth .~(~k, w 
is pruned. 
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Then, upon conclusion of the LMF-traversal, S is a strong generating set for G~ relative to 
the base A, and S is non-redundant in the following sense: I f  ~ . . . .  , s~ denote the elements 
of S -  Win the order added, then ~'+1~ (s~ . . . .  , ~, w(A")), where m = .~(,~, ~+~), for allj. 
PROOF. The argument for irredundancy given earlier in this section holds with only minor 
modification (in view of the mandatory pruning when condition (ii) of Proposition 8fails 
in the special case above), so we need merely prove that S is a strong generating set. 
Suppose not. Let S denote the value of S upon conclusion of the traversal in (2) above, 
let d be maximal such that (g(X.d~)~ G~,d) (note d ~ 1 since A is a base for G~, by 
Proposition 7(a)), and let s*=min(G(~X'a)-(S~"a))); then .~(A,s*)=d.  Let r t~ 
((/31,,. /31), ~t, /'l) be the node at depth 1 in * s* 9 , " To.~.ss for which e Nt(n); note that 
s* = t~. Node rt must be removed fromT *~.~ prior to being processed in the LMF-traversal, 
as otherwise s* would be added to S by (2(ii)) above at the time n is processed. That is, 
prior to reaching rt in the LMF-traversal, the subtree of T*~,~ rooted at some (not 
necessarily proper) ancestor a of n must be pruned as in (2(i)) or (2(ii)) above. We derive 
a contradiction, and thus complete the proof, by showing that this cannot occur. 
Since s* e G~, Proposition 7(b) guarantees that no ancestor a of n can be pruned due 
to (7.1) failing to hold. Let a be the ancestor at depth h (0-- h--- l) of n, and let S be the 
value of S just prior to processing of node a; note S c_S. I f  h<d,  then a~ 
((~1,. . . ,  c~h), IIh, la), and the subtree rooted at a cannot be pruned by Proposition 8, 
as in (2(i)) above, since 1hE Nh(a) and la= min((S)la(g)). Assume h :> d. From s*= 
min(G(~X'd~--(S(X'd~)), we deduce that s*= min((S(X'd))s*(S(A'd~)) and hence that s*= 
(Ad)  , (Ad)  , min((S ~" )s (S " )); since s ~ Nh(a), the subtree rooted at a cannot be pruned by 
Proposition 8. (Recall that, since d = ~(A, s*), the remark immediately following the 
proof of Proposition 8 tells us that application of Proposition 8 with K = M = (S) is 
exactly equivalent to application of it with K = M = (SCA'a)).) Finally we must consider 
the possibility that the subtree rooted at a is pruned as in (2(ii)) after addition of some 
strong generator ~of G~ to S, say while processing leaf node n'. But then a is the ancestor 
I i c ie r  A / ,  . . . of n at depth d = ~(A,  sj), and it follows from the definmon of an LMF-traversal that 
d '=  ~(A, ~) >-- ~(~,  s*) = d. (Node n '~ ((fl~, . . . ,  ~I), E~, ~) was reached before node 
n ~ ((/~1, 9 9 9 1;~, s*) in the LMF-traversal.) Since s* and ~ have a common ancestor 
at depth d', where d'~_d, s* and ~ must agree on (~1, . . . ,  ~a), implying that s*~---~ 
G(.~,d+l) = (~(.~,d+l)) and hence that s* e (~(A.d)), a contradiction. 
Note that there may be some advantage to employing a preorder traversal in Figure 6, 
despite the need to sort Fd in line 5 or Preorder_Traversal, sthe preorder traversal may 
facilitate earlier discovery of strong generators for G~ and thus permit more extensive 
pruning of T o,~,~, by Proposition 8. 
Figure 7 illustrates the backtrack algorithm, using partitions, for the set-stabilizer 
problem of Figures 2 and 3. The tree * TG, a,, is shown; only nodes 1, 2, and 5 lie in 
~-o,~,~. (Here node i refers to the node with i above its upper left comer.) 
The tree ~-*,~.ss has height 1. Node 1, the root, cannot be pruned, so its five children 
must be processed. Three of these children, nodes 3, 4, and 6, may be pruned by Proposition 
7(b(iii)) as gplitSize~(~ v,~t, 1;o) ~ al; alternatively, node 6 may be pruned by Proposi- 
tion 8(i) as ordxo ,1(0,) = 5 ~ 5 - 2 + 1 = 1I;o Vl f-IAI( K, A)I + 1. For the remaining two child- , o A . J . 
ren, nodes 2 and 5, the permutation tl m the node label does satisfy the property ~, but 
node 2 is discarded as /'1 = la.  Node 5 yields the unique generator of the set stabilizer 
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Below is the backtrack search tree * la .~.~,  using partitions, for the problem in Figures 2 and 3. The 
integer above the upper left comer of each node indicates the order in which nodes are processed; an 
asterisk following this number signifies that the node is not part of T a.~.~. For such nodes, Xd and ~'n 
are not shown, since the nodes are pruned before the calculation of Xa and t'a is complete. Within 
node, SplitSize denotes SplitSize~(~.p~tl a, Zd-~), where d is the depth. 
1 
f ((),Zo, to), = (I, 5, 6, 8, 1012, 3, 4, 7, 9),[ 
~0=ln 
Fl = X0.pt = {1, 10, 5, 8, 6} 
I 
((~),x,, ~), 
Xt=(61711i91 
~01518~21314), 
~t~ln 
identity 
discarded 
3"1 '*  i 0" 1 
((10), Xl, t't), ((5), 2~t~ t'~), 
pruned by 
Prop. 7b(iii): 
SplitSize = 
(1, ! , . . . )~a~ 
pruned by 
Prop. 7b(iii): 
SplitSize = 
(1, 1 . . . .  )~a  t 
((8),X~, ~), 
Xt =(61318191 
511011141712), 
it=(1 8)(24)(3 7)(5 10) 
new generator 
(1 8)(24)(3 7)(5 10) 
added to 
((6),Xt, ?0, 
pruned by 
Prop. 8(i): 
- IK~(~ &)l+ 1 
The computation of the Xts and f~s is given below. Nodes 3 and 4 may be pruned using Proposition 
7(b(iii)) as soon as Y., has been computed; for these nodes, Ys, . . , ,  Yt0 are not shown. Node 6 may be 
pruned in exactly the same way; however, it can also be pruned by Proposition 8(i) without computing 
any Yls; hence none are shown, The line for Y., below gives an element t of O withfix(qr.~) ' =fix(Y.,) 
whenever such an elemem will be needed later on in applying ~o,~,=,~,j to Ym using Definition 18. In 
addition, the quantities ax . . . .  , a9 of Definition 28(xii) are shown. 
Node 1: 
Node 2: 
Node 3: 
Node 4: 
Node 5: 
Y1 ~--lfl, 
Y~ = ~A,t(Yt) = (1, 5, 6, 8, 1012, 3, 4, 7, 9), a1=5, 
Y~ = ~ for all i, 
Y3-- ~lo.t(Y2) = (1, 5, 6, 812, 3, 4, 7, 9110), (t =84) , a2=l,  
Y4 = ~ o~i,32 3(Ya) = (1, 5, 6, 812, 3, 4, 9[ I017), a3=l,  
Y3 = ~501(Y2') -~ (1, 6, 8, 10]2, 3, 4, 7, 915), (t=s4s3s4) , a2=l,  
Y4-----~f~o,i,3 2 3(Y3) =(1,  6, 8, 1012, 4,7,9[ 513), a3---- 1, 
Y3 = ~8.1 (~/~2') = (1, 5, 6, 10[2, 3, 4, 7, 918), (t -- 84s38483st$2), a2=1 ,
Y4 = ~3 o.~,3.2.3(Y3) = (1, 5, 6, 1013, 4, 71812, 9) (t=sas3s4sasts2), a3=2, 
Y3 =~o~,  t 3(Y4) = (1, 6, 1013, 4, 71812, 915), (t=s~s, 3s4s3s~s2), a4=l,  
Y,  = ~ o'~,'t'4(Ys) = (1,613, 4, 71812, 915] 10), ( t=s3s,s3s4s3s~s2) ,  as=l  , 
Y7 ~" ~ O~ = (613, 4, 71812, 91511011), (t = s3s,s3s4s3st 82), a, = 1, 
Ys = ~ o.w,,2,2(YT) =(613, 71812,915110{ 114), ( t=s3a ,s3s4s3s ls2) ,  a7=l ,  
Yo---- ~ o ~,s 2 a(Ys) -(6131812,915110111417) (t - $3s4s3$4s381s2), as=l ,  
Ylo = ~ ol,e~'.414(Y9) -- (613181915110111417[2), a9=l.  
Figure 7. An example of backtracking with partitions--the s t stabilizer problem. 
Now we cons ider  coset- type prob lems.  Here we shal l  have propert ies  ~,  ~L,  and  ~n,  
re la ted  as in sect ion  2, and  our  e lementary  ~- re f inement  processes wil l  be of  the fo rm 
9tl • ~12, as in Notat ion  3 of  sect ion 6. Opt iona l ly  we may precompute  the subgroups  
G~ L and/or  G~a. In  genera l ,  we assume that  (poss ib ly  tr ivial)  subgroups  LL of  G~ L and  
Ln o f  G~,  are known in advance .  We may or may not  know that  y ~ Ge~ impl ies  L~ = LR ; 
i f  so, our  a lgor i thms wil l  take advantage  of  this knowledge  (prov ided  LL and  LR are 
non- t r iv ia l ) .  
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Figure 8 gives the backtrack algorithm; note that only relatively minor modifications 
have been made to the algorithm of Figure 6. The initializations of ~o and to in procedure 
Compute_Coset_Rep of Figure 8 differ from the corresponding initializations in Com- 
pute_Subgroup of Figure 6, reflecting the fact that the elementary ~-refinement processes 
are no longer symmetric. Rather that searching for an element g of Gu such that 
g = min(KgK), as in Figure 6, we are now searching for g such that g = min(LLgLa); 
accordingly, references to K in Figure 6 have been replaced by references to LL or L~ 
in Figure 8, whichever isappropriate inview of Proposition 8. Also, in line 11 of procedure 
Preorder_Traversal in Figure 8, we omit the check ~'t# la,  since the case lne  G~ is 
possible and interesting, and following line 12, we omit code analogous to lines 12-15 
of Preorder_Traversal in Figure 6, since the algorithm terminates immediately once an 
element of G~ has been located. If it is known that y e G~ implies L~_ = La, then 91Z~. 1.,.~ 
is a family of elementary ~-refinement processes, o we may adjoin this family (for some 
small integer b) to 91. (Of course, this is useful only when ILel > 1.) The output parameter 
y of Compute_Coset_Rep is initialized to ~; it retains this value as long as we are searching 
for an element of G~ ; if one is found, y is set equal to that element, and the algorithm 
terminates. 
The descriptions presented in Figures 6 and 8 represent simplifications of the actual 
algorithms for subgroup-type and coset-type problems, respectively, in two respects. First, 
they suggest that the calculations on lines 7a and 7b of procedure Preorder_Traversal in
Figure 6 or 8 are performed as two sequential steps. In actuality, it is not advantageous, 
and perhaps not feasible, to complete the calculation on line 7a prior to initiating that 
on 7b. We know that IId-~ =~,,~, II,~ =~,~+~, a-~ =Y~,, and Xd = Y,d+~, where the Y~s 
are given by (6.5). As illustrated in Figures 3 and 7, the transition from Hd-~ to Ha and 
from ~a-a to ~d occurs as a series of elementary steps, as follows: 
llfnd.~ l ~. ~ Std,pd ( I I  d--1), 
If, after computation of Ys, we find that [Yd # ai-a, we backtrack immediately rather 
than complete the computation of Xd, in view of Proposition 7(c(iii)). (Note that, if we 
do not backtrack here, IIY, II--IL~I',II by a simple inductive argument.) 
Likewise, the transition from t~-i to t~a occurs as a series of steps: from z,,a d~ t"d-1 
to Z,d+~, from z,~.l to z,d+2,..., and finally from z,~+~-i to z,~+ 1 ~r In, where zi maps 
fix(alt~) to fix(Yi) for i=nd, nd+l . . . . .  na+~. We must consider how to transform 
z~ into zi+l. From Lemma ll(b), fix(xlti)={tol,...,oJf~ } and fix(q~i+t)-fix(atr~)= 
(to~+~, toy,+l_~,..., o~y,+~). (Note the latter set actually has at most two elements, and it 
may be empty.) Since we have a strong generating set S for G relative to A= A(G, -<), 
the techniques of section 4 may be applied to determine if zt+t exists and, if so, to compute 
it. Let fix(Y,+x)-fix(Yi) = (~Ty,+,, ~+,-~, . . . ,  ~7:,+~). (Recall that IIY,-~II = II'I',-~ll and 
IIY, II = II'a, II i f  we reach this point.) Initialize z~+~ to z, For j = f  + 1,f  + 2 , . . . ,  jq+~, we 
check whether toj ~ A. If not, then the action of z~+~ on toj is already determined by its 
action on to l , . . . ,  %_~, so we merely check whether to],+, = ~Tj and, if not, prune the subtree 
rooted at the current node from the tree and backtrack. If toj e A, let e be such that toj = a~. 
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INPUT 
G: 
91: 
WL, Wn: 
0 UTPUT 
el: 
Y: 
A permutation group on II, given by strong generating set S o relative to base Ao, 
A property as in section 2(ii), 
A family of elementary ~-refinement processes on O, as described in the text, 
Strong generating sets relative to the base Ao for (possibly trivial) known subgroups 
LL and L a of r L and G~,,  respectively. (Here [9 L and [9 R are properties related to [9 
as in section 2(ii).) In what follows 91+ will denote 91 u 9iLL Za b (b = some small integer) 
if it is known that y ~ G~. implies L[ = LR, and ~+ will denote 91 otherwise. 
An 91+-base for G, including all the associated quantities of Definition 28, 
An element of Sym*(El), such that y =~ if G~ =r  and y = min(G~) otherwise. 
ALGORITHM 
Invoke the j3rocedure Compute_ Coset_Rep( G, ff~, 91+, WL, We, el, y) below~ As the computation 
progresses, R will be a strong generating set for L a relative to the base B = (]31, . . . , /3d- i ,  ...). 
1. procedure Comput_Coset_Rep(G, g~, 91 +, WL, WR, 2 ,  y); 
2. begin 
3. Construct_91-base( G, 91+, ~1); 
4. Change_Base( Wt., Ao, ~-); Change_Base( WR, Ao, ~); 
5. /~:--- w, ;  f i:=~; 
6. ~o:= ~o.n( ln);  
7. y :~ 0;  
8. if Split$izea(~o,ln)=ao and (to ~r ?o(G, el, Eo))#O then 
9. Reorder_ Traversal(1); 
10. end if; 
11. end Compute_Coset_Rep; 
1. procedure Preorder_Traversal(d); 
2, begin 
3. rd:=Ed--l,pd; 
4. while IFal > lad (LL, A-)I and y = O loop 
5. /~a := min(Fa); Fa := Fa -{/3a}; 
6. if/~, ----- min(/3~L"~--~,-~) for each i such that i<  d and ~a a A,(L,,  .~) then 
7a. :Ea := ~a.n(~t~a.pa(~a-t)); 
7b. if SplitSizee(~t~d.,d~ d, ~a-x) = ad and (fa ~r fd(G, ~1, Ea) ) # ~ and 
la,(L, ,  ~,) o n,.~l < l it ~ ~d,j [ L -< rain (3}La)#,-- g,-,)}l for all i, j 
such that i -< d and j <-- [IIa[ then 
8. if d < l then 
9. Insert_Base_Point( ~ fi, d,/~a); 
10. Preorder_ Traversal( d + 1 ); 
11. elsif ~(t't) then 
12. y:= f~; 
13, end if; 
14. end if; 
15. end if; 
16. end loop; 
17. end Preorder_Traversal; 
Figure 8. Partition backtrack algorithm for coset-type computations. 
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If ~,-~'+t-~ ~ Ae(G, A), then left-multiplying zi+ 1 by ue(G, A, r/-~,§ gives zi+ 1 the correct "tJ J 
action on wj without changing its action on to~,..., toj_~, so we perform the multiplication 
and then proceed to the next j, if j <f~+l, or conclude that zi§ has been successfully 
computed, i f j  =f~+~. If ~7; ,'~,-~ A~(G, A), then we prune the tree as above and backtrack. 
Figure 9 provides a more thorough description of the algorithms of Figures 6 and 8, 
incorporating the details discussed above, as well as a few others to be described later. 
The list z,d, . . .  , z,d+, of permutations defined in the last paragraph is not maintained 
explicitly; rather td is initialized to ~a-~ when we enter a node at depth d (line 53 of 
Compute_Subgroup) and then adjusted so that it always represents the current z~ as we 
compute the node label; the adjustment is performed by the routine Process_Fixed_Point. 
As the algorithm executes, it maintains a partition stack Yy ~r (y~ . . . .  , Yh) ,  consisting of  
those Y~ that have been computed using (6.5). The stack is modified by two procedures: 
procedure Push_Refinement(Y, 92), which applies the elementary ~-refinement process 
92 to the top partition Y %r Yh of Y and pushes the result onto Y__ (unless 92 acts trivially 
on Y, in which case Y, remains unchanged), and procedure Pop(y,), which pops the top 
partition Y from _Y and discards it. Two routines in Figure 9, Backtrack and Pro- 
cess_Fixed_Point, are presented as macros rather than procedures; that is, they are to be 
expanded inline, and the code should perform exactly as if the macro expansions had 
been written in place of the macro calls. This may be necessary because of the continue 
statement in Backtrack and because the macro expansions access variables (presumably) 
local to the caller. 
Since we must maintain the stack Y_ anyway, the advantage of presenting the algorithms 
recursively, as in Figures 6 and 8, is greatly reduced. For this reason, and in order to 
facilitate implementation in languages not supporting recursion, Figure 9 provides non- 
recursive descriptions of them. An additional benefit may be a slight increase in efficiency. 
The descriptions in Figures 6 and 8 represent simplifications of the actual algorithms 
in a second important respect: Figure 6 omits details of checking the condition [At(K, ~) c~ 
IId.jl <--I{T ~ ~d,jl/~, <-- min(TK;,~,-O}[ in line 7b of procedure Preorder_Traversal, which is 
based on Proposition 8(iii), and Figure 8 omits details for the corresponding condition 
[A,(LL, ,~) n rid,j[ < -- I{T e 2a.j Ifl, <- min(3'(L"~'- , )}] in the same line of the corresponding 
procedure, although clearly these conditions are non-trivial to verify. We consider only 
Figure 6; for Figure 8, it is necessary merely to change each occurrence of K to LL or 
LR. Note that the condition gives useful information only when ]A~(K, ~)l > 1. Figure 9 
presents one approach to verificatior..; however, because the code required for this 
approach is relatively lengthy and because itmay not always be worthwhile to implement, 
the algorithms are presented initially with this code absent; at the end, the additional 
code needed to check the condition is given. Since Figure 9 deals with the partition stacks 
~t and Y rather than H and ~, we shall employ the alternate form JAr(K, A)f"~ff~h,j[ "r 
I{T ~ Yh,j I/~, ---< min (TK~...~,-,)}I (rid + 1 <-- h <--- na+~) of Proposition 8(iii). 
We shall maintain I x n matrices X ~r {x~.j} and Y ~r {y~j} such that, after Yh has been 
computed while processing a node at depth d (ha + 1 <-- h <--- na+~), 
x,j = Ih,(g, s c~ ~h,jl and y,.j = 1{3' eYh,j]~, ~ rain (TK~,...a,-~)}I 
(7.4) 
for each ie{1 , . . . ,  d} such that IA~(K,~t)I> 1 and for j=  1 , . . . ,  h 
We may assume that hi(K, ~) has been computed and is readily available for all i; note 
A~(K, A) changes only when S is expanded (at most n - 1 times, by the second corollary 
to Proposition 3, and typically many fewer times). Likewise, we may assume that g~,. . .~,_ t 
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The inputs and outputs for the main procedures 
Compute_Subgroup and Compute_Coset_Rep below 
are exactly as in Figures 6 and 8, respectively, and 
the subgroup K is exactly as in Figure 6. The mean- 
ings of certain variables used here are as follow: 
d: The depth of  the current node in T~.sa.~. 
y :  The current partition stack. 
h: The height o f  Y. 
NoteY_ = (Yl . . . . .  Yh) and r = Yh. 
f: ]fix(Y)l. Note fix(Y)= {to l. . . .  , mr}. 
e: The largest integer such that a~ -< toy in fL 
~l: The image of  to~ under t'a ( l~ i<- f )  9 
Fj: The alternatives for flj remaining 
to be considered (1 ~j----. d). 
The main procedure for subgroup-type problems 
follows. Code needed only to check Proposition 8(iii) 
is given separately at the end, 
1. procedure Compute_Subgroup(G, go,~, 
w, ss, g); 
2. begin 
- -The  next two lines construct an 9t-base 
--~ll for G and change the base for L to 
---that in ~.  
3. Construct_~-base( G, f~, ~I); 
4. Change_Base( W, Ao, A,); 
~The following lines perform initiali- 
~zat ions  corresponding to starting at 
- - the  root o f  the tree. 
5. g:= w; ~:= w; w s 
6. Y:= (In); 
7. h :-- 1; 
8. to := ln; 
9. f :=  0; 
10. e := 0; 
11. if n l= l  then 
12. d := l ;  
13. F 1 :=fl; 
14. t,:--to; 
15. else 
16. d:=0;  
17. end if; 
~The main loop begins here. On each 
---pass, the elementary gO-refinement 
~process  9~ h is applied to the top parti- 
~t ion  Y = Yh on Y. 
18. main_loop: while h > 0 loop 
- -The code which follows is executed 
- -whenever  a node is entered, either by 
~descend ing  from its parent or after 
~backtraeking from a descendant of a 
~sib l ing.  
19. if h = na then 
20. ~d := m/n(r~); rd :=rd -(~d); 
21. for i :--- 1 to d loop 
22. if r ~ A;(K, ~k) and 
~l > min(fl a~x#--) then 
23. Backtrack; 
24. end If; 
25. end loop; 
26. end if; 
- -Now 92 a is applied to Y, and the 
~resu l t  is pushed onto Y. 
27. lhtsh_Refinement (y, 92~r"~d); 
- -The following lines attempt to prune 
- - the current node using Proposition 
--7(c). 
28. if height(y)~ h+l  or ]~(h+l[~ah t en 
29, Backtrack; 
30. else 
31, h:= h+l ;  
32. end if; 
33. if I~ht = 1 then 
34. Process_Fixed_Point(h); 
35. end if; 
36. if [~t,h-,[ = 1 then 
37. Process_Fixed_Point( bh_l); 
38. end if; 
39. if h = n then 
- -The following lines add a new 
--strong generator, if appropriate. 
40. if ~( f t )  and fz~ lo then 
41. g:= g~,{/)}; ~:= gf,; 
42. for i :=.~(A, ~'t)+ 1 to I loop 
43. F~ := 0; 
44. end loop; 
45. end if; 
46. Backtrack; 
47. elsif h = ha+ 1 then 
~'I 'he following lines compute the set 
- -Fd+ t of values of/3d+ t eorrespon- 
- -d lng  to possible children of the 
--current node, and then descend 
- - to  the leftmost possible child. 
48. if d > 0 then 
49. Insert_Base_Point(if,, B, d, rid); 
50. end if; 
51. d:= d+l ;  
52. Fa := ~'p~ ; 
5a. td := td-~; 
54. end if; 
55. end loop; 
56. end Compute_Subgroup; 
Figure 9. Detailed non-recursive versions of the algorithms in Figures 6 and 8. 
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The procedure Push_Refinement(y,, 92) applies the 
elementary ~-reflnement ~ to the top partition Y of 
Y, and pushes the result onto Y_, unless 92 acts trivially 
on Y, in which case y remains unchanged. 
1, procedure Push_Refinement(y,, 92);
2. begin 
- -This code depends on the particular 
--family 91 and ~-refinement 92. 
3. end Push_Refinement; 
The macro Backtrack backtracks from the current 
node to the next node in the preorder traversal not 
prunable by Proposition 8(i). The continue-statement 
terminates the current pass through the loop labelled 
main_loop and begins the next pass immediately. 
1. macro Backtrack; 
2. begin 
3. while d>0 and [rdl<lAd(K,&)l loop 
4. d :=d-1 ;  
5. end loop; 
6. if d > 0 then 
7. for c := h downto nd + 1 Io0p 
8. Pop(y,); 
9. end loop; 
10. f := hqd -- l; 
11. e:= qa-- 1; 
12. t~ := t~_,; 
13, end if; 
14. h := nd; 
15. continue main_loop; 
16. end Backtrack; 
The macro Process_Fixed_Point(j)~ is invoked 
whenever a new one-element cell Yj={~Tf+l} is 
created by application of 9A h. It updates ~'d SO that 
to~+t = ~Ty.~, or backtracks if this is not possible. 
1. macro Process_Fixed_Point(j); 
2. begin 
3. f=f+l ;  ~?f:=elt(~j); 
4. if f=  he+t then 
5. e :=e+l ;  
6. if Wfe r a~ (G, A) then 
7. ?d:=U.(G,A,~j~')td; 
8. else 
9. Backtrack; 
10. end if; 
11. eisif w~ d # 77/then 
12. Backtrack; 
13. end if; 
14. end Process_Fixed_Point; 
The code which follows should be inserted into pro- 
cedure Compute_Subgroup if the condition in Propo- 
sition 8(iii) is to be tested. The line numbers indicate 
the points at which the code is to be inserted. 
38,1 for each i in Za with I&,(K,A)I> 1 loop 
38.2 x~,h :-- IAAK, ~.) c~ ~t'h,h[; 
38.3 Xl, bh_t := Xl.bh_l - -  Xf, h ; 
38.4 Yi.h :----I{eeCCh I~f <- min(TKa, ~,-,)}l; 
3 8.5 Yl.bh-t := Yi, bh-t -- Yi.h ; 
38.6 if xi, h > yi, h or Xe.bh_l :> yi. bh.l then 
3 8.7 Backtrack; 
38.8 end if; 
38.9 end loop; 
41.1 for each m e {1 . . . .  , s162 il)} for which 
41.2 addition of t't to ~ expanded K ('~-,") loop 
41.3 for j := 1 to h loop 
41.4 x,,,,j := Into(K, ~0 n ~',,21; 
41.5 y,,.j:=l{TEYh,;13,,'<min(Tra,..$=-,)}l; 
41.6 end loop; 
41.7 end loop; 
53.1 if lAg(K, A)[> 1 then 
53.2 for j := 1 to h loop 
53.3 xad:=lAd(K,A)c~h.sl; 
53.4 Yd, j := I{r E Yh, j lfld "< min (TKSr.~-t)}l; 
53.5 end loop; 
53.6 end if; 
In addition, the following should be inserted into 
the macro Backtrack if Proposition 8(iii) is to be 
checked, 
8.1 for each i~Zd with ]At(K, A)I> 1 loop 
8.2 xi, b~_~ :=  Xi, b~_, + X~,c; 
8.3 Yl.bc-t := Y~,b~-t + Yl.c; 
8,4 end loop; 
The main procedure for ooset.type Problems , Com- 
pute_Coset_Rep, differs from procedure Com- 
pute_Subgroup only in a few lines. We change 9 to 
~+, Ax(K, A) to A=(LL, A) (x = d or i), and K~j...~., 
to (LR) ~...d~_t ; hen we replace lines of Compute_Sub- 
group as follows: 
1. procedure Compute_Coset_Rep ( G, ~, ~+, 
wL, w~, ~, y ); 
4. Change_Base(WL,Ao, A);
Change_Base( Wa, Ao, ,~); 
5. ~:= wR; ~:=~,; y:= ~; 
40. if ~(~'t) then 
41. y:=/'~; 
42. return; 
43. (delete line) 
44. (delete line) 
Figure 9--continued 
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is readily available for all i with i ~ d, since the base change in line 49 of procedure 
Compute_Subgroup i nF igure9  assures that/~ always remains a strong generating set for 
K relative to a base (/3b 9 9 9 9 9 .). (Note, however, that the cost of the repeated base 
changes may be substantial.) When we first reach a node at a depth d for which 
lAd(K, A)I> 1, we must compute row d of matrices X and Y using (7.4) with h = nd; 
this action is performed in lines 53.1-53.6 near the end of Figure 9. After computing Yh 
f rom Yh-1 in a node at depth d, we need to update row i of arrays X and Y for each i 
with i--- d such that IA~(K, A)I> 1. This action, which may be accomplished by means of 
the equations 
x,.h = la,(K, X) n.h,  l, X,.bh_, = X,.bh_, - -  X,. , . ,  
y,.h = 1{3' e Yh.h I~, -  min(TKa'a'-')}[, Y,.b,_, = Yl.b,_,- Y,.,,, 
is per formed in lines 38.1-38.9. (These equations above are given under the assumption 
that typically ['Irh.h [ --< i*h,bh-,I; if this is not the case, it might be more efficient o exchange 
the roles of  the hth and bh-lSt cells above.) If X~.h > Yi,h or x~.b,_~ > Y~,bh-, for any i, then 
we backtrack immediately, in view of Proposition 8(iii). When we backtrack to a node 
at depth d, we must adjust row i of arrays X and Y for each i with i---d such that 
[At(K, A)I > 1; these adjustments are performed in lines 8.1-8.4 of Backtrack by adding 
xf.~ to X~.bo_, and y~.~ to Y~.b,_, for c = h, h -1 , . . . ,  nd + 1 (in that order). Finally, after 
a .4  de f  co /~ A x A addition of  a new strong generator sj with ,, = ~x[~,, sj) to S, hd(K,,~) and K~,...Za_ , 
(which equals K.~...~d_ , in view of the definition of  d) change, and row d of X and Y 
must be recomputed using (7.4), again with h = ha; if L# {ln}, it may in addition be 
necessary to recompute row i for some values of i with 1 <-i<_ d -1 .  Lines 41.1-41.7 
perform the required computations; the technique was chosen for simplicity over 
efficiency, since the lines are executed only a small number of times. 
This section concludes with several observations concerning the algorithms developed 
here. 
(1) The base change operations in line 9 of Preorder_Traversal in Figures 6 or 8 or in 
line 49 of Compute_Subgroup in Figure 9 may consume considerable time; although 
any single change of base can be performed efficiently, the number of base changes 
may be quite large. Recall, however, that checking of Proposition 8(iii) in line 7b 
of Preorder_ Traversal is optional, and checking Proposition 8(ii) in line 6 is optional 
A A 
except when i=  d = min{jlBj# aj}. I f  the optional checks are omitted, then no 
change of base is required, since when i = d = min{jl~j # ~}, the base (~,  . . . ,  ~)  
already is of  the required form (/3~ . . . . .  ~i_~,...). In any case, it may be advan- 
tageous to omit checking of Proposition 8(iii) in line 7b, or to implement i only 
partially (e.g. at the upper few levels of the tree), as this condition is relatively 
expensive to verify. 
(2) In l ine 39 of  procedure Compute_Subgroup in Figure 9, n may be replaced by any 
integer n' such that hk <-- n'-- n, as ~'~ is completely determined once h reaches hk. 
Whether this change is advantageous may depend on the specific ~-refinement 
processes in use. 
(3) For certain problems, such as computation of automorphism groups of com- 
binatorial objects, the group G is either Sym (12) itself or a very large subgroup of 
Sym(s e.g. Syrn(fll, s for some partition {121,122} of 12. In these cases, any 
base and strong generating set for G necessarily would be quite large. However, 
the group G is easily described, and there is no need to maintain an explicit base 
and strong generating set. In Figure 5, the computation of ~'a in line 6b can be 
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omitted, as we can determine directly from the description of G whether there 
exists an element of G mapping fiX(IId) to fiX(~a). In lines 9 and 10, ~ is taken 
as the unique permutation g mapping lit to :~t. Similar changes can be made in 
Figures 6, 8, and 9. 
8. Constructing an N-base 
Given a family N of elementary ~-refinement processes, construction of art ffLbase is 
relatively simple and straightforward. Figure 10 presents an algorithm for performing the 
construction. 
Lines 3-5 of procedure Construct_N_base p rform appropriate initializations; these 
include assigning to ~1 the trivial partition In. The main loop (lines 6-29), traversed for 
h = 1 . . . . .  n - 1, performs the transition from ~lrh to ~h+t. Lines 8-9 or lines 15-17 choose 
the specific elementary &-refinement process 9Ah that is to be used to refine ~Irh. In lines 
8-9, the procedure attempts to choose ~h from N u ~a such that 9~h (aVh) < aItl~. If this 
is not possible, then in lines 15-17 it chooses ~t and Pl (after incrementing l) such that 
~,,p,(~h) <aPh- (This is always possible since aI~h is not discrete by Lemma 11 (a).) Note 
that, when 9Ah is chosen as ~, ,~,  ~l becomes part of the base A for G.~ in ~I. When 9Ah 
is chosen in N u ~,  9~h becomes a factor of~d (Definition 28(xi)), where d is the current 
value of/ .  
As the computations proceed, the variable f keeps track of [fix(~tIt,)[. Whenfix(aPh+~) 
fiX(~h), the one or two new fixed points of aPh+l need to be processed: They must be 
appended to the ordering < of s that is being constructed, and one or both may need 
to be adjoined to the base A=A(G,  <) for G that is being constructed. Lines 22-27 of 
Construct_N-base, together with the procedure Process_Fixed_ Point, perform these func- 
tions; Process_Fixed_Point(h + 1,j) is invoked whenever a new one-element cell ~h+~d 
of ~ = aIrh+ ~ is created. 
The simplicity of the algorithm in Figure 10 can be misleading; Lines 8-9 and lines 
15-17 do not fully specify how the elementary ~-refinement process ~[h is to be chosen 
from {gA ~ ~]~tJ~(31~.~L(~ltfh) <~ ~II'h} or from {~s.p]~ 12--fix(aI~h), p = CellIndex,,(~)}, 
respectively. Any set of choices produces a valid N-base, but the specific choices may 
have a major effect on the efficiency of the subsequent backtrack procedure presented in 
Figures 5, 6, 8, or 9. Determination of an optimal set of choices probably is not feasible, 
and even determination of a set that is suboptimal but reasonably good may be difficult. 
However, apart from time spent attempting to optimize the N-base, the algorithm for 
N-base construction runs quickly, whereas the backtrack procedures may require a great 
deal of time if the tree T~,~.~ is large. Accordingly, it may be worthwhile to spend a 
great deal of extra effort in an attempt o choose an ~-base that will accelerate the 
subsequent backtrack procedure. One advantage of the partition method is that it does 
facilitate some heuristics for choosing a suboptimal but relatively good ~II-base. 
First we note that the most important choices are those in lines 15-17. If the choice of 
(a~ . . . . .  ~t) in these lines is fixed, the corollary to Proposition 6tells us that the choices 
in lines 8-9, which determine ~o, . . . ,  !~t, can have no effect on the partition stacks U 
and ~ apart from the order of their cells, (Note, however, that if condition (ii) of Definition 
27 does not hold, then the choices in lines 8-9 may have an effect.) This suggests everal 
criteria for these choices. 
(i) Some ~-refinement processes may be applied more quickly than others. For 
example, ~-refinements of the form ~n(i;  ~V(II)) in which [Ac(li)[ = 1 may, in 
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INPUT 
G: A permutation group on 1-/, given by a strong generating set S o relative to a base Ao, 
91: A family o f  elementary ~-refinement processes on G. 
0 UTPUT 
~: An 91-base for G, including alI the associated quantities of Definition 28. (Note that these 
quantities include a new base A for G and a strong generating set S for O relative to A.) 
ALGORITI-IM 
Invoke the procedure Construct_91.base(G, 91, ~1) below. 
1. procedure Construct_N-base(G, 91, ~);  
2. begin 
3. k:=O; 1:=0; ~r', := In; I t_ l := In; 
4. A:= Ao; S:= So; 
5. f :=0;  na:=O;fo:=O;fl:=O; ho:=0; 
6. for h := 1 to n - 1 loop 
7. if ~Ir h is not (~uD~)L- i r reducible then 
8. Choose ~2[ e ~II u ~o with 91k(~ h) < xIth ; 
9. Define 91~, to be 91; 
10. else 
11. Ill := a][rh ;
12. l:= 1+ 13 
13. nt := h; 
14. qj := k+ 1; 
15, Choose ~l ~ ~-f ix(~lth);  
16. Pi := Celllndexn,_t( ~t); 
17. Define 91h to be ~a,,r~; 
18. end if; 
19. ~tlt hq. 1 := 9~h.t.(q%); 
20. a h := I~ h+t,h+ll; 
21. bh := Celllndex~(~h+t.h+l); 
22. If l~h§ ----- 1 then 
23. Process_Fixed_Potnt( h +1, h + 1); 
24. end if; 
25. if I'Vh+,M = 1 then 
26. Proeess_Fixed_Point( h +1, bh ); 
27. end if; 
28. fh+I :=f; 
29. end loop; 
30. l i t  :~'q~.; nl+l:=n; hk+~:=n+l; 
31. end Construct_fit.Base; 
1 procedure Process_Fixed_Point(h,j); 
2. begin 
3. f :=f+l ;  
4. wf:= elt(~h,j); 
5. if ~o:~fix(G~,t...,k) then 
6. k :=k+l ;  
7. ak := toy; 
8. h k :=f; 
9. Insert_Base_Point(& A, k, ok); 
10. end if; 
1 1 end Process_FLxed_Point; 
Figure 10. Construction of  an ill-base. 
many cases, be applied very efficiently. More generally, efficiency may increase as 
I N(II)I decreases. 
(ii) As illustrated in Figure 7, it may be necessary to apply a number of elementary 
~-refinements ~,,,, N,e+~,.. . ,  9In,,+; to IIe_~ in computing the label of a node at 
depth d before we can determine that that node may be pruned, This number, 
which may have some influence on efficiency, can vary, and it will in general 
depend on the choices in lines 8-9. 
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The selection of (~  . . . .  , d~) may have a dramatic effect on the size of the backtrack 
search tree Tc.~.~, as well as on our ability to prune it effectively at its upper levels using 
Proposition 8. The algorithms presented here spend most of their time traversing the 
search tree and processing its nodes. This suggests a natural objective: Choose the ~lt-base 
to minimize the size of the unpruned portion of T~,~.~, or, falling this, the size of the 
entire tree. Presumably this is not feasible, but we may consider heuristics designed to 
produce a reasonably small, though suboptimal, tree. 
(a) Definition 31 tells us that the number of nodes at depth d in Tc.~,~ is bounded a 
by Ili=llH~._~.p, [. This suggests that we attempt to minimize this product, especially 
for small values of d, as the upper levels of the tree typically benefit he most from 
pruning. 
(i) A simple greedy-method approach is to choose ~a to minimize IIIa_l,p~ [ subject 
to ]IIa-l,p~ 1> 1. This is very easy to implement, and it minimizes l'I~a~l [II,_l,p, [, 
assuming that the choice of d~, . . . ,  &a-~ has already been fixed. 
(ii) Choosing da to make Irla-~,p~ [ small may tend to make GtA'%*~ -~ large (recall 
&i = aq,), which has the disadvantage of leaving a larger subgroup of G to be 
considered at lower levels in the search tree. Note that, once &a has been 
chosen,  G (A'qu'~-I) is determined and computable, since G(A'qa+'-I)= G/ix(~), 
where ~ = ~t~.L (~.p~( I In_ l ) ) .  The strategy in (i) above can be modified 
so that ~a is chosen to minimize the product IIIa_1.p~ l" where 
~:(m) is some slowly increasing function of m. An approximation to this 
strategy, less expensive to implement, would be to choose ~a to minimize the 
quotient a non-trivial subgroup L of G~, (for 
subgroup-type problems) or LL of G~ (for coset-type problems) is known in 
advance, then we need consider as candidates for 3a only points ~ for which 
c~ is minimal in its L~"a)-orbit or L[X'aLorbit. 
(iii) We may employ a limited amount of backtracking (or other optimization 
techniques) in an attempt o obtain a solution closer to optimal than that 
obtained by (i) or (ii) above. In what follows, ~g(II) will denote the size of 
the smallest non-trivial (i.e. size> 1) cell of II, or 1 if II is discrete. One 
approach is as follows. We choose an integer c equal to or slightly greater 
than d (e.g. c = d, c = d + 1, or c = d +2); then we compute 
r --- I Ia-l ,  
~a  = :~,c (~+, .~, (~a-~) ) ,  where Pa = CelIIndexa, d_~('~d), 
X ^ ~a+~ =5'{~ L (~§  p~+,(r where Pd+~ = CellInde ~,,(Yd+~), 
(I~r = ffgr~_~l::~o.L(~.~e.pr where p~ = CelIIndex,,_,(~r 
for all sequences (~a, . . . ,  ~,) such that [r 1 for i=  d , . . . ,  c. We then 
choose (~a, . . . ,~)  to be a sequence ( '~a, . . . ,~)  that minimizes 
9 and choose ~+1 to lie in a non-trivial cell of r  of 
minimal size. (Obvious modifications are required if some r above is discrete.) 
Rather than exhaustive search among tuples (~d, . . . ,  ~) ,  we might employ 
a backtracking/branch-and-bound algorithm or apply heuristics such as 
restricting each ~,. to points such that eg~_~,~, is reasonably small9 
(b) For subgroup-type problems or coset-type problems, line 6 of Preorder_Traversal 
in Figure 6 or 8 or line 3 of Backtrack in Figure 9 may permit pruning of the 
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search tree when ~a ~ AI(K, ,~) (subgroup-type roblems) or &a ~ Ai(Lt., ~k) (coset- 
type problems) for i < d. 
(i) For subgroup-type problems, at the time that the ~-base is constructed, we 
do not know K, but we do know that A~(K, A) __q Yi~_l.p, by the second corollary 
to Proposition 7. So by choosing c~a to lie in IIH.v, for one or more values of 
i with i < d, we leave open the possibility of pruning the search tree using line 
6 of Preorder_Traversal or line 3 of Backtrack. One strategy would be to 
maximize the number of values of i with 1 -< i-< d - 1 for which &a e IIH.p,. 
(ii) For subgroup-type roblems, if a subgroup L of G~ known in advance, we 
can improve upon the techniques in (i) above by choosing &a to lie in A~(L,/~) 
for one or more values of i with i < d. This makes ense because we know that 
A~(L,.~)__qAI(K, tk). For coset-type problems, we should choose ~a in 
A,(LL, .~). 
In general, some combination of the strategies in (a) and (b) above might be appropriate. 
Now that all of the algorithms have been presented, we may observe that there are 
only a few places in which the code depends on the specific family ~R of elementary 
-refinement processes, and hence on the specific problem. In Figure 9, the only problem- 
dependent procedure is Push_Refinement, which requires merely application of a specific 
elementary efinement toa specified partition, typically a fairly simple computation. Line 
19 or Construct_~R-base in Figure 10 contains a similar dependence. The major problem- 
dependent code occurs in lines 7-8 of Construct_~R-base, ashere we require a description 
of the entire family ~R, in order to check irreducibility and choose an appropriate 
refinement. This problem-dependent code could be encapsulated in a procedure 
Check_Irreducibility(~R, U, 92), which checks if the partition II is ~Rwirreducible; if so, it 
sets 9/to oo (where oo is any object not in ~ w ~o);  if not, it sets 92 to an element of ~R 
such that 9~L(II ) < II. Together with a problem-independent routine to check s 
bility, this procedure would allow us to check (~Rw~o)-irreducibility. Note, however, 
that the procedure Check_Irreducibility is likely to be a great deal more complex than 
the procedure Push_Refinement. 
9. Applications to Subgroup-type Problems 
In this section, we consider application of the partition method to specific subgroup-type 
problems. Algorithms for most of these problems, not employing partitions, may be found 
in articles by Butler (1982; 1983) and Butler & Lam (1985). For each problem, we need 
merely define the property ~ and the family 9~ of symmetric elementary ~-refinement 
processes, then we may employ the algorithm of Figures 6, 9, and 10 to compute the 
appropriate subgroup. Discussion of optimization considerations, such as a strategy for 
choosing the 9t-base in lines 8 and 15 of Figure 10, and implementation techniques will 
be deferred Part II of this paper (Leon, in preparation). 
(a) Set stabilizers and (ordered) partition stabilizers. Let @ = (@l . . . .  , #Pp) be a fixed 
ordered partition of s The (ordered) partition stabilizer problem consists of computing 
G~. A special case is the (unordered) set stabilizer problem. Here we are given an 
(unordered) subset A of ~, the problem is to compute GA. This reduces to the partition 
stabilizer problem with @ = (A, ~ -A).  
We may define ~ to be ff,~ (Definition 14), and we may choose 91 to be the family 
~a, de~ {~a,,tal(i,j) ~ Z,, • Z v} (Example 1 in section 6). 
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(b) Unordered partition stabilizers. Here the problem is to compute Ga,, where ~= 
{~1, . . . ,  d~p} is an unordered partition. We may take ~ to be ~a, (Definition 14), and 
c le f  t l~  9 9 . we can select ~ to be the family 1I~ = ~ a,,~j,r~ IU, J, m) ~ In • gn • Z~*}, where U,~,~d,,, = 
8n(i;j; m; ~). 
(c) Intersections. This problem involves finding G n E, where E is another permutation 
group on fL We may define ~ to be ~gE (Definition 14) and choose the family ~ as ~3E 
(Example 3 in section 6). A natural generalization i volves computing G c~ El n . 9 9 c~ Ep, 
where Eb . . . ,  Ep are other permutation groups on ~1; in this case, we take ~ = ~gEl ^ " ' " ^ 
~E~ and ~=~E~u"  9 9 u~E~. 
(d) Normalizers. Here the problem is to compute No(E), where E is another permuta- 
tion group on I~. (E need not be a subgroup of G.) We define ~ to be ~r  (Definition 
14). Note that NE is easily computable given a base and strong generating set for E. We 
may take 9~ to be the family ~n,b (Example 5 in section 6 and Definition 24), where for 
practical purposes the integer b is chosen quite small, probably not larger than 3 or 4. 
In some situations, it might be advantageous to adjoin to ~ one or more families of the 
form 9lD, b, where D is an easily-computable group normalized by N~(E) ;  possible 
candidates for D include the commutator subgroup E'  of  E, the centre Z(E)  of E, and 
Co(E), the centralizer in G of E. (See subsection (e) below; centralizers are normally 
much easier to compute than normalizers.) I f  E _ G, then we may take the subgroup L 
of Figures 6, 9, and 10 to be E. 
(e) Centralizers of elements or groups. Here the problem is to compute C~( E), where 
E --- (X l , . . . ,  xp) is another permutation group on 11. (E need not be a subgroup of G.) 
Note that the problem of computing the centralizer Co(e) of a permutation e corresponds 
to the special case in which p = 1 and x~ = e. Note also that X ={x~, . . . ,  xp} need not be 
a strong generating set for E. We choose the property ~ to be cr where cr 
holds exactly when gxj = xjg for j = 1 , . . . ,  p, i.e. when g centralizes E. Since Ca(E) 
No(E), we may include the family 9ln, b in ~;  however, the extra information available 
here allows us to expand ~ in a way that facilitates much more effective pruning of the 
search tree. Suppose g centralizes Xl, . . . , .,Yp. Then, if I I  g = ~, it follows that (II*,.) g = ~'r 
for all m. Thus 
f~x, id,., = 8n( i ;  I'I],-) 
is an elementary ~-refinement process for all m, and we may designate the family 9~ to 
be 91n, b U ~$X, where ~x = {~x.~,j,,. 1(i, j, m) ~ x Z~ x Z~ x Zp}. (The proof that r163 is a family 
is straightforward and will be omitted.) Note that the elementary ~-refinement ~x,~j,~ is 
especially powerful when [II~[ = 1; whenever it acts non-trivially on II, it creates another 
fixed point of I I .  
(f) Automorphism groups of block designs and (0, 1)-matrices. The term "block design" 
is used here in a very general sense; it refers to any pair ~ = (II, B), where I I  ~r {r . . . .  , ~'~} 
is a set of "points" and B ~r {B~,... ,  Bq} is a collection of subsets of rI referred to as 
"blocks". We do not exclude the possibility that B~ = B; when i ~j. By AUT(D), we mean 
the group of permutations of I I  that map blocks to blocks. We may also consider an 
automorphism as a permutation of f~ s r  r lw B; as such, it lies in Sym(II, B). 
By an (0, 1) matrix, we mean a p x q matrix A = (a~)iaz~a].j~z~rc] whose entries take 
on only two distinct values, which we designate as 0 and 1. (We use Z,[R] and Zq[C] to 
index the rows and columns of A, respectively, in order to make the index sets disjoint.) 
An automorphism of A is a permutation of rows and columns that leaves the matrix 
unchanged. Specifically, let f~=Zp[R]~Z~[C].  The containing group G is 
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Sym(Zv[R], Zg[C]). An element g of G acts on ~ by moving row i to row position is 
(i E Z~[R]) and column j to column position j* (j 9 Z~[C]), that is, /~  = (be) , where 
b,j = a~,j, with i '=  i *-' and j '  = h ~-'. 
The atttomorphism group of a design is equivalent to that of the incidence matrix of 
the design (an (0, 1)-matrix), so we consider only the matrix automorphism group problem, 
Define ~(g_) to be true exactly when /~ =/~. We adopt the following_notation: If
II E Partn(~) with I I~  (Zv[R], Z~[C]), then YIR,i will denote the ith cell of II contained 
in Zp[R] and IIc,j will denote the j th cell of II contained in Zq[C]. (H,,~ =0 or IIc,~ =0 
if i exceeds the number of row cells or i f j  exceeds the number of column cells, respectively.) 
In addition, we let .~n(R, i) and ..~n(C,j) denote the integers i' and j '  such that II~, = Iln,~ 
and IIy=Ilc,j, respectively; we may define ..~n(R, i) or 5~n(C,j) to be n (n =p+q)  when 
i or j is such that IIn,l = 0 or IIc,~ = 0. We define families ~nc,~ and 3cn,a, that may be 
used to split row cells and column cells, respectively, as follows. (The symbols "RC" and 
"CR" were chosen to suggest "row versus column" and "column versus row", respectively,) 
where 
where 
" xz ,  
3 n,A = { cn,Aj, i.ol(J, i, c) • z, • 
~CR,a, j , t ,c=Sn(,~n(C, J ) ; (y~I Ic j ]  ~ a=r=c})" 
X~I'IR, I 
LEMMA 13. With ~ defined as above, 3nc,A and 3cn,a are families of elementary ~. 
refinement processes. 
PROOF. Suppose 1~ --< II and ~nc,A,t,j,c 9 3RC,A. We may assume that ~ ~ 3nc,a,~,j,c(II), and 
consequently that ~nc,A,i,j,c(II) < H. Thus 0 ~ A %r {x 9 IIn,l[ ~yd-le,j a=y.= c} ~ I-In,l, and 
some row cell o f  ~, say :~n,,., must intersect both A and I In , i -A  non-trivially. Choose 
reZa , , .nA  and r 'eYR,. ,c~(I Iad-A),  Let V be such that Ilc,j=L_Jo~v~.c,o. Now 
~y~rtCj a,y = c # ~y~n~j a,,y, and it follows from the definition of V that ~o.v  ~y.Zc o a.~ 
~oa v ~y.~= o a.,y. It follows immediately that Y.y~:S~ a~ ~ ~y.Zco ar,y for some v in'V. Let 
c' = ~y~c. 'a~ v" Then r and r' lie in different cells oi ~ ~nc,a ...... ,(~). Hence ~nc.A ...... '(~) < 
Z. We ha;r shown that' 3Re A is a family; the proof for 3cn A is analogous, 
The family ~ may be chosen as ~nc,A w ~cn.A- If  this family does not provide enough 
information to permit effective pruning, we can define larger families ~nnc,A and 3ccn,a 
as fol lows:t 
r3..o.A= ( i, re, j, c, b ) e Zp X Zp X Zq X Z*  X Z*} ,  
-t The technique for proving that ~RRC,A and ~CCR,~, are families is similar to that used for :3RC,A in Lemma 
13; accordingly, the proof will be omitted here. This same remark will apply to all the families of elementary 
~-refinement processes based on incidence of combinatorial objects, to be developed later in this section. 
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where 
i 
3oo..,, = {~ c~..,,,.~.".,.~. I(J, m. i, ~, b) e Z .  x zq x Zp x Z*  x Z*} ,  
where 
~CCR.A, j . . , , , ,~.t ,='~n(J~n(C, J) ; fyeI Ic,~[[z~rIc, , , ,  =~,.axya==c}l=b})" 
Then we may take 91 to be ~RC,a ~J ,~CR,A k,)~RRC,A t..J ~CCR,A. 
(g) Generalized matrix automorphism groups. The techniques of (f) above can be 
extended, with minimal additional effort, to the case in which the entries of the matrix 
A = (au)~z~[R],j.Z~[C] are chosen from an arbitrary finite set S of cardinality h, whose 
elements we treat as formal symbols. The replacements for the families ~RC,a and ~RRC,a 
are 
.~iRC,,. = {~RC,A,.,,.j.~ I (Z, i , j , C) ~ ~ X Zp xZ~ X Z~*}, 
where 
and 
~RC,A,.,~j.==d~n( r~(R, i); (XeIIR.~ [ ]{Y eEcjla=y=S}l=ct), 
3"R~,A={gR"C," ..... ',,-,J,,,~l (~, ~, i, re, j, ~, b) eSXSXZ,  XZp XZ~xZ*xZ*} ,  
where 
~RRC,A,JJ:,i,m,j,c,b 
= ~ii('n(R, i); {x 61"[R,i r [{z EI~R,m []{Y E[[c,j'(Clxy, azy) = (', Z)}[ = C}[ = b}), 
respectively, and the replacements for 3cR,a and 3cCR,A are defined analogously. 
We may generalize the definition of an automorphism by requiring only that A z (as 
defined above) be obtainable from A by some permutation of the elements of S. 
Specifically, we now take l'l = Zp[R] u Zq[C] u ~ and G = Sym(Zp[R], Z q[C], S). The 
action of g e (3 on A is given by As= (bu), where b~ = (aiT,) ~ with i '= i x-' and j '  =is- ' .  
We define Us.,. and 5~n(S, m) analogously to I-IR,~ and ~n(R, i) in subsection (f) above. 
The natural replacements for ~RC,a and ~CR,a above are 
- ~ i " e , f )eZpxZqxZhxZ*hxZ*q},  3RCS,~ -- {~SRCS,A,~J, . . . .  / l (  ,J, m, 
where 
~Rcs~A~`~J~,.~e~f= `n~'~ffn(R~ i); {x e I-~R~`11{~ ~ I~s~'n '[{y E [Ic~j`axy =~}  `= f.~ ~= e} )~ 
3CRS,A = {~CRS.A.j., ... y[ (s i, m, e,f) e Zq x Zp x Zh x Z~ x Z'p}, 
where 
~C~CRS,A,j,i ..... f = d~ n( Nn( C,j ) ; { y E I'Ic,j { z e lTs.r. ] l { x ~ IIR., ' a~y = , }l = f } [ = e } ). 
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These families may be used to split row cells and column cells, respectively. We also 
need ~-ref inement to split cells of l I  contained in ~. This may be accomplished by the 
families ~SRC.a and ~SCa,A defined by 
~"SRC .~ = "[~-'SR m d)  ~. Zp x Zq X Z h X Z~q X ZSp}, . e,a.,j . . . .  al(i, j ,m,c, 
where 
where 
for exactly d rows x in II~.,}), 
~SCR,A = {~SCR A, .j,i,,,*,c,8 [( j , i ,m,c,d)eZqXZpXZhXZ*pXZ*q}, 
forexact lydcolsy inI Ic . j}) .  
Another particularly interesting eneralization is that in which the entries of the matrix 
:~ are taken from a finite field GF(r). We define the monomial automorphism group 
A UT*(N) to be the group of pairs (P, Q), where P and Q are p x p and q x q monomial 
matrices over GF(r), respectively, such that PAQ = N, composition of such pairs being 
defined by (P1, Q1)(P2, Q2) = (~zPl, Q1Q~). A definition of AUT*(/~) in terms of permuta- 
tions is less elegant better suited for actual computation. Let GF(r) # denote OF(r) -{0}. 
Let f2 = GF( r )  # x (Zp [R] w Zq[C]). Scalar multiplication on f~ is defined by c(b, i) = (eb, i). 
We take G to be the subgroup of Sym(GF(r) # x Zp[R], GF(r) ~' x Zq[C]) preserving this 
scalar product, that is, 
G = {g e Sym(GF(r) ~" x Zp[R], GF(r) ~" x zq[c]) I (cb, i)g = c((b, i) g) for all c, b, i}. 
(9.1) 
The action of an element g of G on A is given by A s = (b,:/), where b~ = c-xb-laej, with 
c, b, i', and j '  defined by the equations (r i') = (1, i) s-~ and (b,j') = (1, j)  g-~. It is convenient 
to define an (r - 1)p x (r - 1)q matrix A = (ei(~a),(b,j)), whose rows and columns are indexed 
by GF(r) # x Zp[R] and by GF(r) # x Zq[C], respectively, such that a~,i),~b.j) = cb%. Then 
AUT*(/~) = AUTo(A),  
where 
AUTo(A ) d~j {g a OJ A ~ = A}, 
and AUT*(A) may be computed by application of the techniques of subsection (f), as 
modified at the start of this subsection, to the matrix A, except hat the index sets for 
rows and columns are different and except hat G is initialized as in (9.1) above instead 
of as in subsection (f). The known subgroup L of AUT*(A) may be taken as (s,), where 
e generates GF(r) # and s~ is defined by (c, i) s, = (eJc, i), where j=  1 for i e Zp[R] and 
j=- I  for iEZq[C]. 
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This approach to the monomial group problem has the disadvantage that the number 
of matrix entries of A rises in proportion to ( r -  1) 2, as the field size r rises, and for this 
reason it is practical only when r is fairly small. However, A is readily determined from 
A, and an element g of G is readily determined from its action on {(1, i) I i ~ Zp[R] u Zq[C]}, 
so in a careful implementation the running times and especially the storage requirements 
need not rise as rapidly as the remark above would indicate. 
Hadamard matrices are not normally considered to be monomial matrices; however, 
for purposes of computing the automorphism group, a Hadamard matrix may be treated 
as a monomial matrix over GF(3), and its group may be computed by the procedure 
above. In view of the small field size, the computation may be practical for matrices of 
size as large as several hundred. 
(h) Automorphism groups of graphs and digraphs (optionally labelled or weighted). 
McKay (1978; 1981) introduced partitions in connection with the graph automorphism 
group and graph isomorphism problems. 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph or digraph with vertex set V of size n and edge set E. We 
allow for the possibility that vertices may have labels attached and that edges may have 
weights attached; then an automorphism ust map any vertex to another vertex with the 
same label, and it must map each edge to another edge with the same weight. 
An (undirected) graph may be treated as a special type of block design, in which 
vertices correspond to points and edges to blocks; then the technique of (f) above may 
be used. However, this approach is not well-suited for most large graphs, as the degree 
equals IVl + IEI, where typically I~1 >> Ivt, 
McKay's method constructs A UT(G) explicitly as a permutation group on V only, the 
action on E is implicit. Translated into the present framework, McKay's 
method uses for ~ the set V and for 9t the family ~G---{(SG.i,j.~[ (i,j, c)~ Z~ • xZ*}, 
where 
(fiG.~,j,~ = gn(i; {a ~ l-I, I~p e E for exactly c points p of IIl}). 
If the graph G is labelled, we merely define an ordered partition 9 of V such that v~ and 
v2 lie in the same cell of 9 exactly when v~ and v2 have the same label, 
and we adjoin ~a, (defined in subsection (a) above) to ill. If G is weighted, let W 
denote the set of possible weights. We replace the family (~c by ~G.W= 
{@G,ij .... I(i,j, C, W) ~ Z, • Z ,  • Zn* x W}, where 
= rt, I I{p ~ Y I j lwe ight ( -~-P)  = w}l = c}). 
(i) Automorphism groups of linear binary codes. Here the problem is to determine the 
automorphism group A UT(C) of a linear binary code C of length n and dimension k; 
By an automorphism we mean a permutation of the coordinate set, which we denote by 
Z.[C], that maps codewords to codewords; we may also view an automorphism as a 
linear transformation on GF(2)',  or as a permutation on Z.[C]~ Z,.[V], where V= 
{vii/~ Z,,[V]} is any subset of GF(2) n invariant under AUT(C). (Here V is a formal 
symbol, Zm [V] indexes the vectors in V, and i 8 = j  with i, j ~ Zm [V] signifies vf = vj.) The 
property ~ is such that ~(g) holds exactly when C g = C. The linear structure of C makes 
~(g) readily computable. 
The code automorphism group problem may be solved by techniques similar to those 
developed for the matrix group problem in subsection (f) above, provided that we can 
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find a set V of vectors from GF(2)" (not necessarily codewords from C) such that 
(i) V is invariant under AUT(C), i.e. AUT(V)~AUT(C),  
(ii) V is relatively small (small enough to permit computation i a permutation group 
of degree n + Ivl), and 
(iii) tAUT(V) : AUT(C)] is very small. (This rules out, for example, the case in which 
V consists olely of the all-ones vector, which satisfies (i) and (ii).) 
Note that, if V~ C and V spans C, then AUT(V) = AUT(C), and we have the ideal case 
for (iii) above. Otherwise, we may not know in advance that (iii) will hold, but we must 
expect he running time of the algorithm to rise rapidly with IAUT(V):AUT(C) I. 
For purposes of efficiency, it may be preferable for the vectors in V to have low weight, 
One approach is to choose V to be the set of minimum weight codewords in C, or in the 
dual code C x (Note AUT(C • = AUT(C)), or possibly, in C ~ C ~-. If none of these sets 
satisfy (ii) and (iii), codewords of a low but non-minimal weight might be used. Construc- 
tion of the set of minimum-weight codewords i , in general, a difficult problem (see Leon, 
1988); however, for a code small enough for the automorphism group algorithm to be 
feasible, the minimum weight algorithm is likely to run quickly. Unfortunately, though, 
the set of  minimum-weight codewords often turns out to be too large to satisfy (ii) above 
even for codes of modest length. If the invariant set V is only moderately too large, it 
may be possible to split off from V a subset satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) using incidence 
relations. For example, 
Vc.h ~f {v E V[ weight(v + w) = c for exactly h elements w of V} 
is an AUT(C).invariant (not always proper) subset of V for any c and h. 
Given V satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii), we let/~ be the Ivl x n (0, 1)-matrix whose rows 
are the vectors of V; clearly AUT(A) = AUT(V). Let &(g) be true exactly when A g = A; 
then ~(g)  implies ~(g),  and every ~-refinement process is a ~-refinement process. For 
our family 9~, we use the same family that we would use to compute AUT(A) in subsection 
(f) above. The weakness of this family is that it cannot be used to prune any node r~ of 
To.e~.~, for which Na(n) contains an element of AUT(I~)-AUT(C); thus feasibility of 
the computation depends on condition (iii) above and, if AUT(C) is large, on the 
techniques for eliminating elements not minimal in a double eoset. 
The algorithm described above is practical for many interesting codes of small to 
moderate size; even a primitive version of it (Leon., 1982) was applied successfully to 
many codes with lengths as high as 50. However, it has two major shortcomings: It does 
not take advantage of the linear structure of the code (except in verifying the condition 
C g --- C), and, more seriously, it is not applicable ven to codes of moderate length in 
which a suitably small set of vectors invariant under AUT(C) cannot be found in advance. 
Work on techniques designed to alleviate these shortcomings i  in progress. 
10. Applications to Coset-type Problems 
In this section, we consider application of the partition method to specific coset-type 
problems. For each problem, we need to define the properties ~, ~L, and ~r ,  related as 
in section 2, and we need to specify the family ~ of ~-refinement processes to be used; 
then we can employ the algorithm of Figures 8, 9, and 10. We shall consider nine coset-type 
problems, each analogous to one of the nine subgroup-type roblems discussed in section 
9. These problems are labelled (a) through (i), such that each coset-type problem here 
is analogous to the identically labelled subgroup-type problem in section 9. 
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(a) Set images and (ordered) partition images. Let 4) and --~ be fixed ordered partitions 
of IL The (ordered) partition image problem consists of determining if there exists an 
element g of G such that ~g = ~. An interesting special case is the (unordered) set image 
problem: Given (unordered) subsets A and F of f~, determine if there exists g in G such 
that A g = F. This reduces to the partition image problem if we take 9 = (A, ~-  A) and 
~=(F , f~-F ) .  The properties ~, ~L, and ~,  may be chosen as 5Pa,,n, Sea,, and 5e~ 
(Definition 14), respectively. For our family ~11 of ~-refinement process, we may use 
~a,,~ ~f ~a, x ~.  
(b) Unordered partition images. This problem consists of determining if there exists an 
element g of G such that ~g = ,~, where now 9 and ,~ are fixed unordered partitions of 
fL The properties ~, ~L, and ~R may be chosen as in (a) above, and the family ~ may 
be chosen as Ha,,__. %r l la,• where 1I,~ and 11~ are as in section 9(b). 
(c) Coset intersections. This problem involves computation of G c~ Ew, where E is 
another permutation group on l~ and w ~ Syrn(f~). We may select he properties ~, ~L, 
and ~,  to be ~E.,~, ~E, and ~E~, respectively (Definition 14). The family ~ may be chosen 
as ~DE, w %r {~ ~,w.a,.tU [ (~ ' i.,j) e Partn(f~) x Z~ x Z,} (Example 4 in section 6). 
(d) Conjugacy of subgroups. Here we are given, in addition to G, permutation groups 
E and F on O (E and F need not be subgroups of G); the problem is to determine if
E and F are conjugate under G and, if so, to find an element g of G such that E g --- 17. 
The properties ~, ~L, and ~,  may be chosen as Nn,~, Nn, and N~ (Definition 14), 
respectively, and we may choose the family ~ to be 9IE.F.b (Example 6 in section 6, and 
Definition 24), where b is a small integer. As for the normalizer problem, it may be 
desirable to adjoin to ~ families of the form ~o.c.b for appropriate subgroups D and C 
of E and F, respectively. If E, F ~ G, the known subgroups L~ and La may be selected 
as E and F, respectively. 
(e) Conjugacy of elements. Here we are given a group G and permutations e and f on 
(not necessad!y in G); the problem is to determine whether e and f are conjugate 
under G, and if so to find an element g of G such that e g =f. (We are considering the 
problem analogous to the special case of section 9(e) in which p = 1.) The properties ~, 
~L, and ~ may be chosen as ~.s, ~ ,  and COs, respectively, where ~,.s(g) holds exactly 
when e s =f  and where cr and coy are as in section 9(e) with p = 1, and the family 91 may 
be taken as ~l~>,~/~,b  ~,y,  where t~,y= ~s x ~y. If e,f~ (7, the known subgroups LL and 
L,  may be selected as (e) and (f), respectively. 
(f) Isomorphism of block designs and (0, 1)-matrices. Here we are given either two block 
designs D~ = (l-I, B~) and D2 = (H, B2) or two p x q (0, 1)-matrices A = (a~u) and I~ = (b~). 
The problem is to determine whether the designs or matrices are isomorphic, that is, 
whether there exists g~Sym(II) such that B~=B2, or whether there exists g in 
%f Sym(Z~[R], Z~[C]) such that Ag = ~, where the action of permutations on matrices 
is as in section 9(f). By analogy with 9(f), it suffices to consider only the matrix 
isomorphism problem. The properties ~, ~ ,  and ~a are chosen so that ~(g),  ~(g-), 
and ~(g)  hold exactly when A ~ = ~, ~g = ~, and ~g = ~, respectively, and ~ll may be 
taken as ~a x ~a,  where ~a denotes the family used in 9(f), and ~la denotes the equivalent 
family with ~ replacing A. 
(g) Isomorphism of generalized matrices. The techniques of section 9(g) can be adapted 
to generalized matrix isomorphism problems in the same way that the techniques of 9(f) 
were adapted in subsection (f) above for (0, 1)-matrices. 
(h) Isomorphism of graphs and digraphs (optionally labelled or weigh ted). Let G ~ = (V, E~ ) 
and G2 = (V, E2) be graphs or digraphs, optionally labelled and/or weighted. (Renaming 
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vertices if necessary, we may assume that both graphs have the same vertex set. We also 
assume that the set of labels or weights will be the same for both graphs.) The problem 
is to determine whether G1 and G2 are isomorphic; that is, whether there exists g ~ Sym(V)  
with E~ = E2. (If  the graphs are labelled and/or  weighted, then g must preserve labels 
and/or  weights.) The properties ~, ~L, and ~R are chosen so that ~(g) ,  ~L(g), and 
~R(g) hold exactly when Elg - E2, E l -  s -El , -  and E~ = E2 , respectively (and when g preserves 
def  
labels or weights, i f  appropriate). The family ~ may be selected as (~G1,G2 = ~XtSG2, 
def X " or as ~o,,~2,w = 15G~.w (SG2.W If the graphs are weighted, where ~iG, and ~G,,W (i = 1, 2) 
are as in section 9(h). 
(i) Isomorphism o f  linear binary codes. Here the problem is to determine whether two 
given l inear binary codes C1 and C2 of length n and dimension k are isomorphic, that 
is, whether there exists a permutation g of the coordinate set Z~[C] such that C~ = C2. 
By analogy with section 9(i), we assume that we are able to construct sets V~ and V2 
of vectors f rom GF(2)"  such that each of  V~ and V: satisfy conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) 
in section 9(i) and, in addition, such that V~ =Vz is a necessary condition for C~= Cz. 
Clearly we may assume Iva l  = Iv~l and hence index V~ and V2 by the same set Zm[V], 
where m = lVd. We let f~ = Z,[C]  u Z,,[V]. 
Given V~ and V2 as above, we may define matrices A~ and A2 analogous to A of section 
9(i), and as in 9(i) we use the same family ~ that would be used in checking isomorphism 
of A1 and Az. Again, feasibility of the technique depends on property (iii) of  section 9(i). 
The applicability and limitations of this approach are the same as those discussed in 
section 9(i), and work on a better algorithm is in progress. 
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